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AsSTRACT

Three different types of nodels, trí2,, 1-he conpeting opporhmí-

ties rnode1., the intervening opportrmities model, and the grâvity nodel,

are developed and tested with a view to predicting the residentíal loca-

tion distribution of workers in relation to their places of r.,rork r,rithin

the f"anework of a specific connunity. Even though, for the purpose of

this study, conummities in the City of Winnipeg are investigated, the

approaches advanced for the ¡nodels can be used to predíct residential

loc¿tion distribution, leading to ân assessment of the traffic generated

fron various land deveLopnent proposals in other urban areas.

An irnportant feature of the study is that it includes socioeconornic

factors, such as income and occupational status of the workers, for the

analysis of their choice of a residential location in the city. The

pa?aneters of the nodels developed in this thesis cLearly indicate that,

in general, workers with high socioeconornic status tend to Live f¿rther

away frorn jobs as cornpared to workers with lor^r socioeconornic status. This

nay occur because the distance or travel t ne to work is less of a con-

stnaint in their choice of household location for the workers of high

socioeconomic status. Änother feature of the study is that the nodels

rnake use of standard census data to predict the behavioural choice of

residential location, instead of expensive ¿¡d tirne-consuming data col"lec-

tion procedures (such as origin- des tination surveys).

The anaLysis cârried out for this study dernonstrates that the

existing calibration procedure for the conpeting oppo"tlmities nodel nay

not adequately simulate trip making or the behavioural choice of residen-

tial location in urba¡r a¡eas, A new calíbration procedure, as introduced
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in tfuis study, call considerably enhance the predictiye ability of the

competing opportimities nodel. The new procedure includes an additional

step for inproving the accuracy of prediction of the dependent variable

for the study zones within the first tine band. In this step, the total

number of residential locations (or trips) predícted for the first tùne

band are redistributed âmong the resi¿lential districts (or destination

zones) within the first tine band by applying the conpeting opportlmities

¡nodel. The repeated application of the concept of competing oppontrmi-

ties model confined only to the residential districts within the first

tine band of the previous stage of appl.ication of the nodel is termed a

Inested nodelt for redistribution of residential locations

This thesis also contributes to a better mderstanding of the

intervening opportunities nodel of spatial distribution. It is evident

fron the results of this study and several ot¡er studies in the past that

this nodel, r'ith a constant (or single) probability pararneter, usually

known as the L-value, cannot, in most cases, accuraateLy reproduce actual

trip (or residential location) distribution. An inprovernent in the pre-

dictive ability resuLts when a variable L-value, instead of a consta¡t

one, is utilized in the nodel . The variation of t appears to depend on

the hypothesis that the probabil.ity of a destination being accepted, if

it is considered, is a function of the m¡nber of destinations which have

already been considered. This probability is assrnned constant in the

hypothesis of the original model, independent of the order in which

destinations are considered.

The gravity model, using the inverse power distribution function

can successfully sinulate the residentis.l location preferences of differ-

-14-



ent socioecononic groups of workers in the City of Winnipeg. It is also

belieyed thåt simple distribution functions, such as the inverse power

and the negative exponential, can provide satisfactory results for other

rûedirm and sna1l urban areas,

the findings of this study, together with the future research as

suggested in this thesis, will contribute to the better imderstanding of

the spatial distTibution of different activities in the urban areas.

Such an understanding will not only help in the selection of sites for

new land developnent proposals in the existíng infrastructure of an urban

area, but also assist in decision rnaking in the context of Tegional plan-

ning arorurd urban areas.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Prologue

Land is used intensívely in urban areas for a variety of activi-

ties. The people of the city house thernselves in structures ranging frorn

apartments to large single-family homes; they work in places ranging frorn

snall office structu?es to factory lofts to large suburban industTial

parks. Transportation facilities in the city, including highways and

streets, provide links not onLy beth¡een the residentíal and enployment

activities but also between schools, shopping centres, recreational parks

and other socioeconomic activities. If an urbân system is to function

efficiently, its transporctation system must be capable of moving people

and goods from place to place in a socially acceptable ard econonically

feasible nanner.

During the past two decades a substantial amount of work has been

done towards the developnent of an rmderstanding of the relationship be-

tween various kinds of land developrnent in the urban areas and the denands

for movement which they generate. To forecast future traffic volumes,

the earliest urban transportation studies sinply multiplied existing

traffic volunes by a growth factor. The inadequacy of such a technique

soon became clear, nainly from observation of the wide variations in

g"owth rates within the metropolitan areas, and transportation planners

began to search for irnproved nethods. The planners thought of directly

relating urban traffic to land use. They recognized that the nr¡nber of

trips originating in, or destined for, each part of the region depended



on the anount and kind of activity (land use) located there. This con-

cept became the basis of the land use and transportatíon planning nethod

that has been enployed in all Tecent studies being conducted with an

overall view to developing the most efficient arrangenent of city
services for the citizens.

Kashuba (1974) r^¡rites on the importance of residential models:

Obviously, if the planner could accurately predict
residential preferences, he could go on to determine
the nost efficient arrarigement of city services for
such a population.

The author supports the belief that urban residential_ location distribu-

tion nodeLs are a vital aspect of land use and transportation planning.

1,2 The Research PToblem

Travel Denand of the New Developnent

Fnon tine to time, in urban areas, there are proposals to develop

available vacant land. for nonresid.ential purposes, such as industrial

parks, hospitals, shopping centres and recreational parks. Such develop-

ments in any urban region are bound to gene"ate new traffic and affect

the exísting connuter tTavel patterî. In particular, the establishment

of a Large activity centre in nedir¡n or snall urban areas can cause

severe imbalances in the supply and demand relationship of the existing

transportation system. In situatiÕns of thís nature, alterations in the

existing transportation facilities night be required to acconnodate the

new travel demand. The extent of changes required in the facilities, or

in other words, the social cost to the environs (or to the city) will de-

pend on the location of the developnent, because the transpottation system

is not utilized uniforrnl.y throughout the urban regions. An opt jjnum



location of the developnent vrill obviousLy be the one corresponding to

the ¡nininun social cost to the environs. A transportation planner re-

quires a procedure which he can use to predict the extra tÏ¿vel denand

on the network associated with the new developrnent which may lead to an

assessment of the social cost to the connmitv.

A Critique of the Conventional Transportat ion Planning Approach

The conventional urban transportation planning process begins ü¡ith

analysís of the present transportation systen. A nost probable patterrl

of Land developnent is predicted for the horizon year (usually 15-20

years ahead) and transport denands created by that land use are estjÍated.

A set of altefirative transport plans is generated to acconrnodate the pro-

jected denand for the horizon year.

There are nunerous shortconings associated with the conventional

approach of urban transportation planning. These shortcornings are ex-

haustively reported by Domencich ¿nd McFadden (1"975), Brand (Lg72) ,

Stopher and Lisco (1970). Therefore, no attenpt is nade to enrmerat e arid

discuss then at ful1 length here. Inste¿d the d.iscussion that follows

includes only those shortconÍngs which relate to the centraf in"r" oi

the thesis.

Land use forecasting of the urban region in a ty-pical transporta-

tion planning study depends on the j udgnent of plaaning experts who are

supposedly well ve"sed in the econonic, social, and political" character-

istics of the region. Forecasts with such judgnental input often lack in

reproducibility by other planning or research teams. Since the forecasts

cannot easily take into accor.rnt the rnultitude of possible conbinations of

lalld use and trarsportation alternatives, the selected transpoïtation



system must necessarily be generated based on a linited number of

possible land use plans, This, together with the lack of reproducibi-

lity of plans by different planners, may create situations where a

specific land development proposal is not included in the land use plan

or is not even contenplated at the tirìe of study. For urbar areas for

which a land use/transportation plan exists, or for areas with no such

fornal plan, a suitable approach is required to deal with a new develop-

nent propos¿l.

It is conceded that area-wide land use studíes with a large tine

scale (usually 15-20 years) utilizing the conputerized nodels, such as

the Lowry nodel (Lowry, 1964) are rel"evant. It is also desirable to

focus on specific locations in a short-to-nedium time sc¿le. In the

words of Bayliss (L977):

Ideally transportation planners want nodels which can,
at the very extrene, be operated in a rapid and coarse
fashion for sketch planning purposes yet are capable of
being increased in resolving power and conprehension to
deal with a particular area or aspect of policy. Sfuni-
Larly it is desirable to be able to portray intemediate
periods betr,Jeen the base year and the +20-year horizon.
There are no major theoretical obstacles to the solution
of these problens yet little has been done in this area.

It can also be stated that the linear four-stage rnodel ling proce-

dure of generation and attract ion/distribution/modal spl it/assignrnent is

inadequate for analyzing the irnpact of a new land developnent proposal

that was not contenpLated at the tine of land use forecasting. If we

consider an example of a new industrial park, the traffic generated frorn

it will be in the forn of r,r¡ork trips. The tríp distribution nodel as

developed in the four-stage nodell.ing procedure is not adequate to dis-

tribute the work trips or iresidential locations of workers in reference



to the índustrial park, because the trip distribution rnodel is a part

of the sinulation package of urban transportation study in which the

study area is divided into small traffic zones, with each zone being con-

sidered as an inaginary traveLler vrhose trips are genenated, attracted

and distributed according to sone mathenatical relationship. When such

a sinulation nodel is calibrated, it is the 4ggregate behaviour of the

sinulated tIip that is brought close to the actual aggregate travel be-

haviour. . The associated tnip length frequency distributions are assuned

to be constant for each zone of the study area. Researchers have shown

that this assumption is not valid and that significant variations occur

throughout the urban areas (Edens, 1970).

Another weakness of the approach is that the nonetary and tine

costs associated with the hone-interview surveys for the cornprehensive

urban transportation studies are so high that they often cannot be econo-

nically justifíed for rnany nedium and srnall urba¡ areas (Hajj, 1971;

Zaryormi and Kennel, 1976). Also, the level of accuracy of such surveys

is frequently so 10Ìü that the interzonal trip forecasts based upon them

nay not be reliable (Lang, L974). This is why planning analysts no}¡

seek to nodel travel demands by using other data souÌces, such as standard

census statistics.

The preceding aÌgunents suggest that nore effort is needed to in-

vestigate the interaction between the land use and transportation systens

of the urban region while incorporating the use of data sources such as

standard statistics. The central theme of this research is to develop

partial and disaggregated nodels which may be used to assess the inpact

of the land use changes on the transportation network of an urban systen.
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Boundaries of Research

This study focuses on the effect of the location of a proposed

industrial park on its workers I residential distribution within an

urban area. The study assunes an urban area with an established distri-
bution of workers I residences and work places. It fuÌther assr¡mes th¿t

there is no excessive increase or decrease in the nunber of workers due

to high in or out nigration, either before or after the proposed site is

established as a planned unit,* that the industrial park consists of

nunerous firns, most of which have b.een relocated frorn other areas of

the city, with a few relocating fron outside the city lfuits, as well as

a few newly established industries. The introduction of this industrial

park is bolmd to affect the existing corunuter travel pattern and probably

cause an imbalance in the supply ard deÍiand relationship of transportation

facilities of the urban systen. The questions generated are: What couLd

happen to the systen in terns of workersr residential distribution? Will

workers whose jobs are directly affected by the new industrial park move

to enhance accessibilíty to the new job or will they renain at their

present ad.dress and choose to tTâ.vel the extrc¿ distance? Will they choose

to seek a new job near at hand? Will the location decisions be affected

by the socioeconomic characteristics of the workers? The most important

question is: Cãn the residential locätion distribution of the workers be

predicted using the available spatial distribution nodels, and if not,

The terin rrplanned unitrt inplies a single large finn or a large nunber
of snaLler, scattered finns, The restriction placed on scattered filns
is that they nust all be established within a few years of one another
and all nust be located in a relatiTely conpact area of the city, so
that a connon centroid can be used in the road network to denote a
focal point of traffic generation.
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v,rhat inprovenents can be nade in these nodels to nake them more suitable

for the purpose of workers t residential location distribution? Which is

the best nodel for the prediction of residential location choice behav-

iour? If a nodel is adequate for predicting the residential pattern of

those working at a particular industriaL park, is it also adequate for

any similar park or enployment ceritTe? These are the questions which

serve as a guide in establishing boundaries for the structuring of this

thesi s .

In particular, this study concentrates on developing and testing

three different types of nodels, viz., the conpeting opportunities nodel,

the intervening opportunities nodel, and the gravity rnodel", with a view

to predicting the residential location distribution of workers in rela-

tion to their place of work. The residential Location models to be

developed here differ rnainly in two wãys fron the usual application of

the abo.ye nodels for the trip distribution in urban areas. Fírstly, the

ïesidential nodels of this study reverse the frame of reference, in that

they still seek to distribute the tÏips, but fron an enp:.oynent centre

tornrards the residential. districts with their socioecononic characteris-

tics. Secondly, instead of including nunerous origins and destinations,

only one enploynent centre is considered as the trip generator, with

residential districts as its nunerous destinations. The trips are

generated fron the employnent centre in the form of work trips. It is

assumed in this study that the distribution of work trips is the same as

the distribution of residential locations of workers in relation to their

workplace. A further assunption ís that the distribution will be help-

ful in predicting the extra travel denand due to the ne!{ deyelopment
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proposal. Indeed, a direction is indicated in Chapter VII as to how this

residential distribution could be used towards this purpose.

The residential rnodels of this study are disaggregated by socio-

econonic status of workers. Also, these rnodels are partial because they

focus only on a specific location, the proposed site of an emplo),nent

centre .

The residential nodels are rnade a function of access to the hrork-

place. The irnportance of the. work trip for locating the household was

first hypothesized by Kain (1961). The Lowry nodel (Lowry, 1964) perhaps

the nost popular land use nodel, utilizes access to workplace as a deter-

minant of residential location. The proposed location of an enpl o)rnent

centre is consídered to have an organizing effect on the choice of

residential location by its workers sirnilar to the Lohrry rnodel, in which

the residential. patteûr is nade a function of the basic enployment in the

urban region.

Even though, for the purpose of this study, conmmities in the

City of Winnipeg are investigated, the approaches advanced for the nodels

can be used to predict the residential. location distribution, leading to

an assessment of the traffic generated from various land developrnent

proposals in other urban areas.

Research Obj ectives

The following are the specific objectives of thís research

proj ect :

1. to investigate the possibility of using census data sources for the

estination of traffic generated fron the new land developrnent propo-

sals in the form of residential distÎibution.



2. to develop and test the partial and disaggregated nodels of nesiden-

tial location distribution using the approaches of (i) the conpeting

opportunities nodel, (iiJ the intervening opportunities nodel, and

(iii) the gravity nodel, in the folloÌrring steps:

a) to test the adequacy of the existing rnodel for the purpose of

nodelling the residential distribution of workers in relation to

their enplo)rynent centTe,

b) to refine the basic hypothesis or its caLibration procedure if

the existing nodel is not particularly adequate for the residen-

tial distribution,

c) to test the refined rnodels using samples of other industTial

parks,

3. to investigate the effect of socioecono¡nic status of workers on their

residential location choice,

4" to make a comparative evaluation of the above three modelling

approaches .
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CHAPTER I]

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.I Introduction

During the past tr,r¡o decades, a wealth of l"iterature has developed

Ìelating to the theolcy and nodels to describe, explain or predict the

patterns of land use and transportation in urban areas. Models are sirn-

plified repÌesentations of real processes, and nostly focus on illumina-

ting a relatively narrow spectrun of interrelated events. Due to the

nultíplicity of interrelated events in urb¿n areas, a variety of trans-

portation nodels is reflected in the literature. It is not attenpted in

this review to give an exhaustive description of existing land use and

transportation planníng nodels. lnstead, attention is focused on the

nodels of residential Location in urban areas, which are directly related

to the central thene of this thesis.

2.2 The Origin and an Or¡erview of Residential Models

The pioneer deve!.opnents in land use rnodel"ling for the purpose of

nore systenatic planning and better forecasting came ahost exclusively

fro¡n the United States. Increasing car ownership during the 1940s and

early 1950s led to the growíng realization that cities with their tradi-

tional physical fonn could not sinpLy cope with the new rnobility.

P1ânners and engineers started to seek the understanding and solution of

traffic congestion and, by the late 1950s, the rudfunents of the transpor-

tation planning process had been established. The early transportation

studies did not enconpass land use forecasting. The interrelationship
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between traffic and land use was a subj ect of ¡nuch practical and acadenic

debate during these years and the pioneering work of Mitchell and Rapkin

(1954) in their book Urban Traffic: A Function of La¡d Use did nuch to

convince engineers and planners of the need for integrated land use and

transportåtion planning.

The inìnediate success in operational and acadenic areas of trans-

portation planning and rnodelling Led those concerned to begin to think

about the possibility of building land use rnodels, and by 1960 several

lând use rnodels were in use. Theie earliest nodels were used nainly for

the prediction of population (households or familiesJ distribution. The

CATS (Chicago Area Transportation Study) density- saturation gradient

model was felt to enbody some of the nost advanced techniques available

during that period, Naive, Stouffer's intervening oppol.tunities, and

accessibility rnodels are other exa.npl es of the earliest land use nodels.

A good description of all these nodels is given by Kashuba G974). As a

sample, however, the CA.TS density- saturation gradient nodel is discussed

briefly in the follor4ri¡g section of this chapter.

Another tradítion apart f"on transportation planning had an effect

upon land use (or residential) nodelling in the 1960's research activity

in urba¡ and location econornics. A selcies of theoretical nodels of urban

strcucture were developed at this tine. The intra-urban location nodel

designed by Wingo (1961), and a siniLar but slightly nore theoretically

oÌiented econornic model proposed by Alonso (1.960) established an econornic

theory for urban systens, conparable to .existing theories of econor¡ic

location in regíonal systens. Muth [1968) used the general structure of

Alonsots and Wingors theory and developed a model of urban residential
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land and hous ing narkets. Another attempt by economists fHerbert and

Stevens, 1969) uras rrA Model for the distribution of residential activity

in urban areasrr. The ¡futh and Herbert-Stevens models are briefly dis-

cussed in the sânple description of residential nodels in Section 2.3.

A landrnark analysis of the relationships of the journey to work

and housing consumptíon and location by Kain (1961J had a proformd in-

fLuence on the developnent of residential rnodels in the early t960s.

Kain pensistently afuned for direct ernpirical testing and rnodelling of

the theories of urban housing narkets using infornation on the behaviour

of individual households and his work led to the design of the NBER

(National Bureau of Econo¡nic Research, New York) urban sinulation nodel.

A more detailed description of Kainrs work is included below.

Conventional and v/ell- establ ished linear statistical techniques

vrere also used as a basis for several residential nodels, in particular

the Multiple Regression Model of the Traffic Research Corporation

(Kashuba, 1974), and the Enpiïic nodel of the Boston Region (Hi11, 1965).

Both of these models are well explained.by Kashuba (1974) and are there-

fore not described at length in this chapter.

rrA Model of Metropol.is" by Lowry (1964), perhaps the most success-

fu1 of aIl Land use rnodels, particularly the large scale nodels, was

originally calibrated for Pittsburgh. Its gleat popularity resulted in

nany extensions to the nodel and its successors have enbellished its

structure substantially. The Lowry nodel and its successors use j ourney-

to-work as a criterion and ernpl oy the gravity nodelling approach. A more

detaiLed description of the Lowry farnily of ¡nodels is giyen at a 1ater

stage in this chapter.



When one fiÎst encounters the iand use nodels, their sinilarity
to trip distribution is striking. It was due to this sinilarity that

Lathrop ard Hamburg (1965) presented Schneiderrs fornulation of trip dis-

tribution (Schneider, 1960) as an opportunity-access ibi L ity rnodel for
allocating population growth. Since the intervening opportuníties

approach is of main interest in this study, the Schneider nodel and its
revised forms due to Golding and Davidson (1970) are presented in consid.-

erable detail at a later stage of this thesis. Another tïip distribution

forrnulation which has been tried for the purpose of residential location

is the conpeting opportuities nodel proposed by Tonazinis (1962), This

nodel is also of rnain interest in this study and therefore is dea1t ra,ith

in considerable detaiL,

2.5 A Sanple Reviev¡ of Residential Models

'rlt is only a slight exaggeration to claim thå.t nost existing land

use models aïe no nore than models of Tesidential location or population

distribution" (Brown et aI., 1972). The author has concentrated only on

those nodels and ideas which provide good insight for rnodelling the resid-

ential -choice behaviour of individuals in the urban naïket. There are

sone excellent sources of infonnation on land use rnodels and particular

reference nay be rnade to B¿tty (1976), Kain (1975), Franklin [1974), Lee

[1973), Brown et aI. (1972), Kashuba (1974), Harris (1968), and Lowry

(1968), who have provided useful surnmaries and interpretations of the nost

important facets of the North Anerican and European experience.

As indicated in Section 2.2, an appropriate sample of ïesidential

(or land use) rnodels fon this review would appear to consist of the

following nodels:
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1. The CATS land use nodel;.

2. Muthrs nodel of rrurban residential land and housing marketsrr;

3. Herbert-Stevens nodel for the "distribution of residential activity

in urban areasrr;

4. rrThe journey to work as a determinant of residential location", the

analysis of Kain;

5. The Lordry rnodel and its extensions;

6. The NBER urban simrlation nodel;

7. The Schneider nodel of intervening. opportunities;

8. The To¡nazinis nodel of conpeting opportunities.

Certain points need to be nade before describing the aboye nodels.

FiTstly, sorne of the above Listed rnodels ¿re described at a greater

length than the others sinply on the basis of their relative irportance

to this study. Secondly, Kainrs ernpirical work on journey to work has

been reinforced by sone other nodels of connuting. Finally, Schneiderrs

intervening opportunities model and Tornazinis I s conpeting oppontunities

nodel are not included under this section. Instead, the nodels are

appropriately reviewed in Chapters 4 and 5, respectiveLy, at the point

of the developnent and testing of these nodels for the purpose of residen-

tial distlibution of workers of large eriployment centnes in Winnipeg, the

sanple city of this study,

The CATS La¡d Use Model

The Chicago Area Transportation Study used the I'dens ity- saturat ion

gr.adientrr rnodel for forecasting 1980 land use in that study area,

(Hanburg and Creighton, 1959). Of the rnodels included in this sample

review, it is the earliest knovrn. It had a less fornal structure than its
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successors, and ad hoc judgnents wete introduced at nany points in the

forecasting process.

In sinple terrns, urban structure and growth in this rnodel were

viewecl in the following way (Kashuba, ì.974).

(1) The more accessible a site, the higher its cost
per unit of area.

(2) The site wil"l be built on as intensely as nec-
essary to offset the high per unit area cost.

(3) Assuming no ph¡rsical barriers the CBD (Centïal BusínessDistrict) is the nost accessible place in an uîba¡ area.

(4) Cornpeting forces exist of neecl to be accessible
and ability to pay that result in regular and
gradual declines in intensity of use about the
CBD.

(5) As more land becomes increasingly accessible,
the supply nore nearly equals dernand, resulting
in a decrease in initial site cost; which, in
turn, reduces the need to develop the site
intensely.

(6) Developed sites resist change in accessibility
and sonetimes they nay even force new rneans of
tTansportation to serve then, even at high cost"
in order to naintain this accessibility and,
hence, value.

The observed pattefiÌs of popuLatíon and worker (ernp l oynent )

densities provided evidence for the above theory for the Chicago area.

There was a systenatic decline in ¿he densities as distance frorn the CBD

increased (Iigs. 2.1 anð.2.2). These observed regular declines in densi-

ties for 1956 served as the base for the estination of popul"ation density

and worker density for 1980,

The nodel was built arormd a strong system of land use accounting

for small areas (or zones) of the study area. For each such zone in turr,

the future estinates of tand uses were extrapolated from the initial
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patterns according to nor'rns (nodified by j udgrnent) specific to a kind

of use. Dífferent t)?es of lan<l use were recognized: residential,

comrnercial, nanufacturing, transportation, public buildings, public open

sp¿ce, etc. Vãca¡t land was classified as residential, comnercial, or

industrial., according to its status under loca1 zoning ordinances.

The procedure of land use forecasting for the l9g0s as carrièd

out by the CATS nay be sunrnarized in the follovring sinple steps (Lowry,

1968):

1. Specific parcels of land in sorne zones were desig-
nated for conversion to public open space and
tÎansportation uses (e.g., a new airport). The
designations were based prirnarily on existing plans
of public agencies for such deveLopnents.

2. Cornmercially zoned vacant land in sone zones was
designated for shopping centres and heavy con¡ner-
cial uses. These designations were based on
annormced private plans and staff judgenents.

3. Residentially zoned vacant land was designated for
residential use. The amount of such a designation
depended on the location of the zone and its resid-
ential holding capacity ¡xt exísting or slightly
nodified net densitíes. The percentage of a zoners
capacity to be filled by 1980 was defined as a
function of distance flon the CBD, with sectoral
and local nodifications based on staff judgnents.

4. For residentially oriented uses, per capíta nonns
were applied to the estinated 1980 population of
each zone as determined in the thitd step. Thus

. space for street's, local cornrnercial facil"ities,
public buildings, and recreation was set aside in
each zone.

5. Industrially zoned vacant land was designated for
nanufacturing use. The amount so designated in
e¿ch zone depended on the location of the district
and its manufacturing holding capacity. Trends in
net employnent density in rnanufacturing establish-
nents, both over tjjne and by distance frorn the CBD,
served as the basis for 1,980 forecasts of such
enploynent density for each zone; this projected
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density, in conjrmction witll the aruount of indus-
trially zoned space, detennined the zonets holding
capacity. The percentage of this capacity to be
filled by 1980 was defined as a function of
distance fTon the CBD, with sector a.nd local mod-
ifications based on staff judgments.

The CATS approach of land use forecasting has been criticized for

severai reasons. First, the procedure is not objective and it is neces-

sary to use subjective judgrnents. Second, the process is not conpletely

amenabl e to rìachine processing; every time a subj ective evaluation is

required, the nachine is useless until the evaluation is nade, Third,

the nodel theory pLaces too nuch ernphasis on the inport of accessibility

and ignores f,actors such as skilLs and services that nay be responsible

for a districtrs value. Another criticism of the nodel is that it avoids

systenatic comparisons of zones virith respect to their nerits as locations

for establ-ishnents beLonging to a given activity group; such comparisons

are either highly generalized (distance from CBD) or else enbedded in

rmdocurnented staff judgnents.

I'luth t s Model of "Urban ResidentiaL Land and Housing Markets"

The general structure of Muth's model is sirnilar to the nodels of

residential location choice created by Alonso (1964) anrl Wingo (1961).

Itrhat primarily distinguishes l,futh's nodel is the completeness with which

it is developed using the utility-maxirnizing approach. As a prelininary

step to a description of the salient features of this nodel, it is worth-

while to dwe1l briefly on the util ity-rnaximiz ing approach.

Consider a household with utility function U = U(x,q), where q is

the quantity of housing services purchased, and x is its expenditure on

all other connodities except transporta.tion, The household is subj ect to
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the budget const"aints.

B = x + pcr)q + T[r,y) -y<0 (2.1)

where p, the price per unit of housing service, arid T, the householdrs

expenditure on transportation, are functions of the distance, r, of its
location fron the CBD. T is assuned to include the value of time spent

in travel. and therefore is made a fimction of rnoney income, y. T is

defined to include the rnoney value of travel and leisure tine. Differ-

entiating the Lagrangian function c = U -ü (B), where !r is the rmdeter-

mined mrltipLier, hrith respect to x and q, yields the fo1loh'ing hrell-

known proposition (Muth, 1968): to rnaxirnize its utility, the household

consumes housing and all other connodities in such proportions that the

narginal utility per dollar spent is the same for both. Differentiating

with respect to r, one finds:

dn
.11 '

dT .-dn/dr-
ãt o" (-Ë-J =

.dTldr.( pqJ (2.2)

The first for¡n of Eq.2.2 states that at its equilibriun location the

narginal cost of purchasing space at r is equal to the narginal savings

in transportation cost. Figure 2.3 illustrates the condition stated in

F'q.2.2.

The city depicted in Muthrs nodel is a theoretical city in which

alJ. jobs are located in a sort of CBD. Households within this city

choose a residential location and a quantity of housing services which

rnaximíze their utiLity in a ¡nanner described earlier, There are several

iÍrportant funplications of the model for netropolitan structure. First,

due to a positive narginal transport expenditure with respect to distance,



8q.2.2 irnplies that the price per unit of housing seryices rnust decline

with distance. Second, r:nder reasonable as$nnptions, Muthrs model

inplies that more wealthy households will choose to live at greater

distances fron the centre of the city. Savings ín housing expenditures

depend not only on reductions in the price per unit of housing services,

but also on the quantity of housing the household desires to conslrme.

More wealthy households consune greater quantities of housing than do

pooren ones, so that the potential savings on housing resulting frorn unit

price difference are greater for wealthy households. This effect is par-

tia11y offset by the fact that trânsportation cost will be greater for

MILES FROM CBD , T

Flg.2.3 Funct¡ons of t'larginal Costs of Space and

llarg i na I Cost of Transportat¡on.
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ureaLthy households to corDnute for increased dist¿nces, but according to

lfuth, Teasonable enpirical estinates of the Îelationships of incorne and

housing expenditure and trâvel costs suggest that the former should be

more powerful. On the basis of a decrease in housing price with dis-

tance, Muth de¡nonstrates that the density of residential land use should

diruinish with distance fron the CBD.

Another inportarit feature of the nodel is that "by specifying the

?elationships controlling the supply of urban land, the housing produc-

tion function, transport costs, and a m.unber of other aspects of urban

areas, Muth is able to account for the origin of slurns, the likely
effects of housing allor¿ance schernes on urban housing and land prices,

the likely funpact of secular improvenents in urban transportation systems

on aggregate land rcents and urban density, and a wide r¿nge of other

facets of urban housing narketstr (Franklin, 1974).

The assumptions of nonocentricity and rmifornity of utility be-

tween individuals are the nain linitations of Muthts model (as hrell as

other theorcetical nodels): Such assumptions wí11 have to be relaxed for

designing realistic residential location models. Although there have

been enpirical tests concerning the forn of the density and rent functions

on strongly nonocentric cities such as Chicago, the nodels based on class-

ical approaches car) never be operational in the sense in which discrete

urban nodels are operational . Indeed, it can be argued that the purpose

of the classical approach is to provide insight into certain basic condi-

tions which nust be represented in any operational nodel if it is to be

at all reLevant (Batty, 1976).



The Herbert-Stevens Model

Herbert and Stevens (1960) proposed "A Model for the Distribution

of Residential Activity in Urban Areas" ori-ginally to si¡nulate the

Locational behaviour of different household types in the Penn-Jersey

Transportation study. The nodel did not succeed in its role and was

therefore abandoned by the study. However, the failure of this nodel

was considered as instructive since its success night have been mainly

because it denonstrated the potential usefulness of linear prograruning

for the analysis of locatíonal activities.

The Herbert-Stevens nodel of residential location was based on the

econornic theory that individual households tend to maxinize their 1ocal

advantage, ard at the same tine land was allocated to that group of house-

holds which could pay the highest price for it. The equil"ibriun location

of households based on naxinization of satisfaction was generated h¡ithin

the constra.ints posed by their budgets. Linear prograrnning techniques

were used to translate this process into an operational form.

Though this nodel was proved difficult to calibrate and is probably

one of the nodels that requires the greatest amount of data, there is

little doubt that the nodel builders gained good insight into the rnechan-

isms of the urban developnent (Reif, 1973).

t'The Journey to Work as a Detenninant of Residential Locationr';
The Analysis by Kain

In the year 1961, John F. Kain conpl"eted his Ph.D. dissertation

entitled rtThe Journey to Work as a Deteminant of Residential Locationrr.

Kainrs analysis (Kaín, 1961) focused on the residential locâtion choices

of a sanple of working persons in the Detroit Tegion in 1955. He divided
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the region into six concentric distance rings arormd the central business

district, Each individual in the sanple was identified by the v,¡orkplace

ring of the person, the residence ring of the person and by race, sex,

farnily size, incone, occupation and the type of housing stïucture the

person inhabited. The work-trip patterns of different types of workers

employed in the same ring, and of sinilar workers enployed in different

rings were cornpared.

The central hylothesis as suggested by Kainis analysis was tha.t

rrhouseholds substitute journey-to-work expenditures for site expenditures

and this substitution depends prirnarily on household preferences for Low

density as opposed to high density residential servicesrr, The te11n site

expenditures in the hypothesis refers to the transportation cost of ob-

taining residentially oriented seryices uithin the imnediate residential"

area, i,e., groceries, elenentary school, etc., and of obtaining other

services avaiLable on1"y outside the residential area.

Kain postuLated that residentiaL l.and rents, and thus housing

costs, decline vrith distance from the CBD, but at a decreasing rate:

i.e., the nent curve beçornes flatter at greater distances from the CBD.

Such an assunption inplies that the doninant work-trip patterns should

be fron centrally located work-place rings to more peripheral zones, and

that the strength of this doninance should dininish as the work-place be-

cones more distant fron the city centre, In addition, the assunpt ion

irnplies that greater consurnption of housing and residential space farther

away fron the CBD enhances the absolute savings ín housing expenditure

which accrue to a household as a result of variation in the price per

rmit of housing and space. So long as transportation costs do not in-



increase corunensurately, greater housing consumption means longer work-

trips for centIally employed households; this inplies that a greater

proportion of workers with high incornes, large fanilies, or large

housing preferences will choose to live in perípheral zones.

Kain presented evidence for each of the above inplications. Fig.

?.4 is taken fron his analysis to show the proportion of high-, nediurn-,

and low-incorne CBD (Detroit) workers residing in each residential ring.

Clearly lonr-incorne workers have the least dispersed residential pattern;

the high-incone workers, the most dispersed.
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Kain also found that the work-trip patterns of

...nonwhites, who because of housing rnarket segre-
gation are unable to compete freely in the narket
for residential space as we have defined, are
exactly the opposite, The longest trips by Detroit
nonwhites are made by those enployed in outer rings
and the shontest by those employed in inner rings.

The findings of Kainrs study support the irnportance of the

journey to work for residential location. It is therefore useful to in-

clude a description of past studies which relate to the separation of

hone a¡d work-plâces. The following is a presentation of sone of the

nain studies on this subject.

Models of Cornmuting

There have been rnany studies on the subject of separation of horne

and work-place in urban areas. A detailed description of these studies

would appear to be beyond the scope of this thesis. Thelefore, it is

intended here to highlight only sorne of the nore jÍportant studies which

have generated the hypotheses regarding the separation of hone and work.

The object of early studies on the subject was to nininize the

distance betvreen home and work in order to reduce the consulption of

tIansportation resources, such as tires, metals, gasoline, and construc-

tion materials which were in critical shortages because of the second

world war (Mouchahoir, 1970). Hor,üever, the results of some of these

studies were used later by several people for planning purposes.

Carroll (1949J used data fron a survey of war production plants

in Massachusetts in his doctoral dissertation about the journey bethreen

hone and work-place. This thesis was considered as the first rnajor study

to approach the problen froin a broad view. In his findings, Carroll



hypothesized that the separation of hone and work-place was the key to

understanding the physical structuÌe and form of urban regions. He found

that farnilies tended to locate their hornes as close as possible to the

work-place of the head of the household. The reason for this tendency

was sought in the general behaviour theory of hunan activities, which

holds that people try to ¡nininize hrolrk or effort wherever possible.

Carroll also showed that the distance between ho¡ne and work-p1ace was

directly related to the population of urban areas.

Beyer (1951) studied the effects of social ârid econonic variables

on the separation of home and work-place. He noted that the fanilies

which lived far fro¡n their place of work had higher incones and were

younger thari those r¡hich lived neâTeÍ to their place of work. Beyer also

rDentioned that those who lived fartheï had better education and their

hones had larger 1ots.

Voorhees (1961) found in his investigation that the !üork-trip

length was proportionally related to changes in the population of metro-

politan areas and was a direct function of family income. Voothees also

shoh¡ed that there was a certain anount of statistical nonrandonness in

horne and rlirork separation which could be sinulated.

Catanese (1969), for his doctoral dissertation, studied in detail

the separation of home and work-place. He stated that

Family incorne doninates as a socioeconornic force.
Such other variables as education, age, occupation,
status and race are rnore related to incone than to
home-work distance.... The knowl.edge of family in-
cone associations provides sufficient and necessary
conditions for explanation and prediction. This
beco¡nes quite rneaningful, in a cost reduction
sense, for analysis. In fact, through analytical
study, it is possible to use fanily incone to



generate otller socioecononic varíables. This would
substantially reduce the costs of data collection
and processing,

The Lowry Model and Its Extensions

The Lowry ¡nodel was developed by Ira S. Lowry in Lg62-63 as part

of a ¡nodelling systen to generate alternatives and decision-rnaking in

the Pittsbungh Conprehensive Renewal Progran (CRP). The object of this

nodel, as stated by Lowry (1964) was:

The developnent of an analytical model capable of
assigning urban activites to sub-areas of a bounded
region in accordance with those principles of loca-
tional interdependence that could be reduced to
quantitative forn.

The nodel. has a very well-defined stlucture. Batty (1970) refer-

ring to this nodel rernarks:

The Lowry Model is the nost conplete for it is
extrenely well docunented and it is one of the
sirnplest nodels to constTuct in teïns of its data
requirements .

The urban spatial structure in the nodel is seen as conprisíng

three broad sectors of activities; (i) a basic ernploynent sector uhich

includes those industries whose locations are assurned to be unconstrained

by Local circcunstances of population distribution, market areas, etc.,

(ii) employnent in populatíon- serving industries, which covers all those

activities dependent dilectly on local Tesident population and purchasing

power, and (iii) the household or population sector, which consists of

the resident population, on which sector (ii) depends and ruhich itself

depends on the total employnent level (both (i) and (ii)) available.

The interactions between the three najor sectons that take place

in the Lovrry nodel systen can be considered to be of the following thnee
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t)?es :

tl) Bêtrn een employees and residences;

A) Betvreen households and services;

(5) Between enployees and seryices.

With the Lordry rnodel, the spatial distribution and level of the basíc en-

plolm.ent activity is supposed to be lalown. The nodel derives the nurnber

of dwelling rmits and the levet of services required which are allocated

to zon€s of the system; that is, the nodel allocates households and pop-

ulation-serving enploynent. The allocations are subject to constIaints

on the naxinutr number of households and the nininum populat ion- serving

enpLoyment for each zone in the study area.

The Residential. Allocation Function

The conceptual elenents of the nodel and its nathenatical struc-

ture are very well documented by the originator (Lowry, 1964) of the

model itself and rnany others (Batty, L976; Hutchinson, 1974). Therefore,

a for¡nal presentation of the nodel" structure is not given here. Onl"y the

residential distTibution elenent of the model, which is directly relatetl

to the thene of this thesis, is described.

The distribution of residential location is considered to be in-

fluenced by the location of enplo¡rment opportunities and the journey to

work is a criterion of locationaL choice. The nodel nakes use of the

folJ.owing nathenatical relationship for the purpose of arranging popula-

tion around work-pLaces :

0. D. F..
- r "t 11

tJ x D. F..
:JlJ)

L2.s)



where T.= = the nunber of zone i ernployees who live in zone jal

O. = the total nunber of enployees who work in zone ia

Dj = a neasure of the attractivity of zone j for house-)
hold location

F., = the tlravel-cost factor beth¡een zones i and j whichaJ

reflects the nanner in which the spatial separatíon

of zones influences the residential location choices

of enployees

Eq. 2.3 is a gravity-type interaction nodel. The factor trj n"t several

altemative functional forrns, sorne of which are described at ¿-'i-alLte]f

stage in the thesis,

The distribution of popul at ion- serving emplo)'nent is dependent

upon the population distribution and is carried out by using the gravity-

type approach analogous to the residential distribution. The coupling of

two subnodels (i.e., the residential and the service employnent) together

through different calibration procedures is exernplified in the literature

(Batty, I976t Hutchinson, 1974).

The original Lowry nodel and even sone of its successors (such as

the Garin-Lowry nodelJ assume in their anaLysis that the spatial distri-

bution of activities in the horizon year has reached an equilibrium

condition. In other words, these nodels .have no time dinension, and they

generate what is called as 'ran instant metropolisrr. Several researchers

in the past have suggested a nurnber of dynamic extensions of the Lowry

rnodel. Crecine (1964, 1968, 1969) has â.ttempted to develop Tine-Orienteä

Metlopolitan Model (TOMM) to turn the sinple static Lowry nodel into a
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nore conpl ex dynanic rnodel by specific considera.tion of system behaviour.

The first version of TOMM attenpted to nodel changes in the stock of

activity over five-year tíne intervals using the sarne ¡nechanisns as in

the Lowry nodel. In the second version, TOMM II, a more realistic fornu-

lation of the measure of locational attraction, incorporating site rent,

anenity and transport costs, r,i'as provided, although the simulation proce-

dure rernained sinil.ar to that used in the Lowry nodel . TOMM III, which

is still under d.evelopnent (Batty, 1976) concentrates on questions of

dynanics and mover behaviour in the model, A time interval of two yeaïs

is now being used in the nodel.

Rogers (J.966), and Echenique (1969) have also contributed towards

the di¡nension of tine in the Lowry nodel, Hutchinson (1974) presents a

convenient formulation of the nodel based largely on Echeniquers work.

With regard to the operationality of TOMM (first version), Lee

(1968) reports that rra trickle of resources have gone into the nodel in

the past few years, but not enough to nake the rnodel usablerr. A sinílar

criticisn wí1"1 perhaps hold good to TOMM II, TOMM III, and the Echenique

fonnulation.

Wilsonrs Disaggregated Residential Location Model

The original Lowry model incorporated very little behavioural con-

tent on the part of the household. The behavioural (or nicroeconornic)

conponent in residential location choice based on spatial interaction was

introduced by AIan G. Wilson of the Centre for Environmental Studies in

London. In a remarkable paper, Wilson (1969) proposed a residential

location nodel in which the focus was upon distributing persons earning
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income v to housing type k, rather than allocating persons to housing

in a particulaî zote. Using his own entropy-maxiniz ing approach

(Wilson, 1967), Wilson deríved a residential atlocation model of the

following type (Hutchinson, 19741 :

trjn A.kB.to.kD.t"*n(-ßvcrr)exn{-u"tnrk-{t.'r'cir)1'z} e.4)

where

T-rkt = the nunber of workers who live in zone i ín house type kL)

and who work in zone j earning wage v

0.,k = th" number of houses of type k in zone i
a

D.v = m*be" of jobs in zone j offering wage v
)

ßt,Ut = ¡nodel calibration parameters for ernployees of incorne group v

C.. = journey-to-work cost between zones i and j

L

Pi" = ah" price of type k houses in zone i
V.q p = the average percentage of income (after the deduction of

transport costs) that an enployee of income group v spends

on housing

cl. = that conponent of the generalized j ourney-to-r,rork cost c- .

which is the actual noney paid

1
(2. s)

xxo.vErvexp(-ßvc., ) .xp{ -uv Inrk-t} ("-";r l l'}

^v 1oj = (2.6)
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The distribution of residential location ín Eq. 2.4 is influenced

by lr'hat Witson catts the "budget reamú: exp {-}r"Ipik-4or-cir)Jr}. This

teÌn suggests that the a]ferare person balances his budget vrith regard to

what is available to him as his incorne and how much he spends for housing,

transpoÌtation, and a composite of âll other good.s, but that there are

indiyiduals who expend more or less than their available resources

(Batty, 1976). The distribution around this average is assumed. to be

norrnal vÌith a nean yalue of zero.

Another type of disaggregation of residential location rnodels by

Wilson [1974) relates to partitioning the residential locations on the

basis of four contrasting behavioural patterns. These ¡eflect the behav-

iour of workers who are:

(1) locationally rmconstrained, seeking both work-place and

residence;

(2) constrained to fixed residences, seeking vrork-place onlyj

(3) consttained to fíxed jobs, seeking residence only;

(4) constrained to fixed residences and fixed jobs, seeking

neither residence nor j ob.

Wilsonrs fomuLation of the residential Location nodel (Eq. 2.4-

2.6) and an inclusion of disaggregation of workers on the basis of the

above four conttasting behavioural patterrìs has obviously a trernendous

appetite for data. Wilson has hinself noted: "The d.ata problems asso*

ciated wj.th calibrating a rnodel of this type ¿re clearly inmense. How-

ever, they are not intractable: on the one hand, the development of

thís type of nodel should encourage the collection of the appropriate

data; on the other hand., even in the short run, proxy variables can be
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constructed for indices such as house type'r.

There is no doubt that Wilsonrs work on disaggregation has added

enornously to the elegance, conprehensiveness, and sophisitication of the

Lowry nodel. unfortunately nost of this work has been theoreticar in
nature without nuch practical ínplementation. The rnain problern ís per_

haps the additional requirenent for data with any increase in the sophis_

tication of the rnodel. Despite this, the nod.el is becorning more and rnore

popul¿r among other availabl_e large scale land use models, It may also

be noted here that this nodel has been more popular in cormtríes outside

the United States, the country of its origin [Hutchinson, 1974). Some

applications of the nodel are beíng made in Canacla (Hutchinson, 1976), as

well.

The .NBER Urban Sinulation Model

Two najor approaches to representing patterns of u¡ban spatial de_

vel.pnent and resídential l.cation had energed by the late 1g60s. First,
a nr.¡mber of anaLytical nodels of u"ban structure arrived which tended to
be deeply rooted in the microeconomic theory a.nd. usually their fornulation
was highly abstract and exceedingly elegant. such theoretical nod.els weïe

very rnuch lacking fron the operational point of view. Second, nunetous

si-nulation rnodels ernerged which were usually fo¡murated as computer algor-
ithns, representing a particular city, and had little or no theoretical
content. The NBER (National Bureau of Econornic Research, New york),

initiated the developnent of an urban sinuration moder incorporating the

theoretical approach of traditional analytical rnod.els of residential
location and urb¿n spatial structure into a framework with nore realistic
and less restTictive assunptions (Ingrarn and Kain, 1974).
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The structure of the NBER nodel can be considered a d.il¡ect out_

growth of the analysis by Herbert and Stevens (1960) of the usefulness

of linear. prograruning for the detennination of land Tent surfaces with-

in urban areas, and enpírical analysis discussed earlier by Kain and

others of the relationships of the work-t"ip and housing consurnption and

location [Fraaklín, J.974). The NBER rnodel is believed to be innovative

in several Tespects. First, the NBER nodel relaxes the nonocentric

assumption of the anaLytical nodels and explicítly incorporates multiple

work-places. Second, the NBER nodeL represents the standing stock of
physical capital and the processes of adjustrnent of the supply side and

thus abandons the long-rrm equilibrium framework used in the analytical

¡nodels, A third funportant characteristic of the nodel is the repÍesen-

tation of interactions among decision-nakers in the housing rnarket. The

nodel includes the consideration of neighbourhood quality as a dimension

of the housing bundle,

The NBER ¡nodel like others, is not flee frorn criticisns. A rnore

fanous critique is fron Lee (1973) who asserts that the NBER nodel repre-

sents rrnore of the sarnerr, in the sense that the nodel is very conplex,

has an enorrnous appetite for d.ata, and its intemal conplexity nakes its
êonprehension and criticisn difficult.

2.4 Sunnary and Cornnents

It is obvious fron the revievr of Tesidential nodels that an exten-

sive vatiety of approaches have been utilized involving a diverse selec-

tion of techniques ranging fron linear regression and gravity nodelling

to nathenatical progranning. Ernphasis on theory has ranged from the

pragnat ic to pure.
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Although a gIea1" deal has been learned fron the nodelling exper_

ience in the past, there have been rnany disappointments with previous

land use models. Reactions to the relative failure of these nodels

differ quite widely. For exarnple, Lee (1975) consíders the experience

to have been ¿ salutâ.ry warning of the dangers of technocracy whereas

Ingram, Kain, and Ginn (1972) regard the nodetling attenpts as vindica_

ting the viehr that nodelling is a large conplex affair, which requires

far more resources than have been available in the past or are even now

available. Whether such reactions are true or not, it is worthwhile to
identify the nain shortconings of 1a¡d use models of the past.

In L974, Bouchard, reporting to a conference of the United States

Highway Research Board identified six shortconings of the existing tech-

niques for the prediction of trâvel denand.

(1) The nodels are too time-consurning and too expensive
to operate.

(2) The nodels fail, in nany ways, to examine all rele_
vant points in decision-naking process.

(3) Too rruch thought is given to the nodels and too
litt1e ro the things hrhich are really impoÉant in
the selection of planning strategies.

(4) The nodels are geared too much to the 1990, or 20-
year situation, when in fact transportation problems
are now and projects are now.

(5) The technicians thenseLves do not always understand. the nodels.

(6) The nodels are too data-hungry.

All these criticisns were undoubtedly just for the land use nodels h¡hich

existed at the tíne of the conference. rn this authorrs view, the situa-
tion in nore recent years has not inproved significantly. Nevertheless,

there is growing concern at present to buíld models in the light of the
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above shortconings of the traditional nodels.

There has recently been a spate of Literature suggesting disag-

gre}al.e, behavioural denand nodels as a direction of great potential

(Richards and Ben-Akiva, 1975). The current research priorities appean

to go even beyon¿ the inclusion of disaggregation and behavioural con-

tent in the nodels. Bayliss (1977) indicates a rrneed of very careful in-

depth analysis of travel behaviour of different t)?es of people, in

different circurnstancestr, Reporting on the rturban transport research

priorities't in the area of land use,/transport models Bayl.iss thinks that

research in this area must nove on fron the classic
lrorcks of the regional scientist to deal Írith the
situations where l"and developnent and use are subj ect
to planning controls; rnost change wil,l be in the
occupation of existíng sites rather than the develop-
nent of open sites. This will require a fine analyiis
of land usage, finer than represented in currently dis-
aggregated versions of Lowry-type nodels.

Arguing about the need to develop sirnple, and snall scale (or partiaL)

nod.els, Bayliss further suggests that, while area-wid.e studies are rel"e-

vant and still carried out, decision-naking should be focused increasingly

on specific Locations, such as the CBD, industriat parks and other large

enploynent centres, and particular corridors, Such a change in scale of

interest can take into account the increasing public concern, which is

naturally nore specifíc than that of provincial (or regional) govenments,

and of greater inteïest in the foreseeable future, in which Local, rather

than area-wide change is feasible.

The residential nodel.s developed in this study are partial and

disaggrcegated, The nodeLs are partial in the sense that they are deve-

loped for predictíng residential distrcibution of the workers of specific

large ernplo¡,nent centres in the cont ext of the City of lrlinnipeg. These



models are socioeconomical ly disaggÌegated.

Three nain approaches of trip distlibution nodels, namely the

conpeting opportrmities nodel, the intervening opportmities nodel, and

the gravity model, are utilized for the purpose of residential distribu-

tion, . At first, it appears that use of these rather wel"l-known trip
distribution ¡nodels for distributing residential locations (the teÍn
I'residential locationsü nay also be replaced by h,ork-trip distribution)

is likely to be very easy and nay not produce significant conttibution

to the existing art of nodelling. The analysis carried out in this

thesis indicate clearly that this is not true. Indeed, the partial and

disaggregated approach of this study helps significantl.y in the better

rmderstanding of the trip distribution nodels. An inproved procedure of

calibaatíng the conpeting oppofrrmlties nodel and a new form of the in-

tervening opportmities nodel have been developed and tested in this

study.
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CHAPTER iII

METHOD OF STUDY

5.1 Introduction

For the purpose of this study it hras necessary to obtain data for

a specific community. The City of Winnipeg provided the data base.

Before describing the procedure and sources of data coll"ection for this

study, a brief discussion of the type of data required for the develop-

ment of any spatial distribution nodel is íntroduced. A spatial distri-
bution nodel provides a description or forecast of human interaction

between concentrations of population. When the hrmâ.n interaction is in

the form of passenger trips and the concentrations of population are the

zones of an urbanized area, the spatiâl nodel is known as a general trip

distribution nodel which can be represented in the following nathenatical

funct i on :

(r) = f(o,D,F,K) (3.1)

where

(T) = a natrix containing the nr¡rnber of trips fron each origin

zone to each destination zone,

O = a vector containing the nunber of trip generations in

each origin zone,

D = a vector containing the nurnber of trip attractions in

each destination zone,

F = a function which expresses the effect that spatial

separation exerts upon trip inteÎchange between zones,
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K = a f¿'cto]. incorporating ttrc effect of socioeconomic

status of trip nakers on the tTavel patterns.

The value of factor F, for the particular pair of origin-destina-

tion zones depends upon sone measure of spatial separation such as travel

distances, travel" time or travel cost between the zones,

The nodels of residential location distribution as developed in

the following chapters of the thesis are basically of the sane form as

the general trip distribution (Eq. 3.1). The location of an ernployment

centre nay be considered as the zone of origin for the purpose of distri-

buting residential location of its workers. Then, residential districts

in the region are the destination zones in which the workers would seek

their residences. In a problen where the objective is to predíct hoh' people

decide on their possible residential location, obviously thete is a

nultitude of reasons why one destination vJould be chosen over another.

The spatial location of a potential residential district with respect to

the ernp l oyment centre and the quality of housing, together with other

neighbourhood services are anong the nost important criteria.

It is obvious fron the preceding discussion that the following

data ate essential for the developnent of a residential location distri-

bution model :

(1) The quality and nunber of housing opportunities which are

available in various residential zones of the urban region

for a particular socioecononic group of people working at

the enployment centre,

(2) A neasure of spatial separation between the enplolment

centre and the residential zones,
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(3) Socioecono¡nic stãtus of workers of the enployrìent centre

and their corresponding places or zones of residence.

These data are the actual or observed residential distri-
butions which are used along with information itens (l)

aîd (2) to develop the rnodel, and to test its predictive

abiLity.

Recently, sorne researchers (Schafer, 1974) have suggested the use

of rrgross pricerr, the sun of housing price and household tÌansport cost,

to rnake a prediction of residential choice nore realistic. The present

study, however, does not include housing price as a variable in sinula-

ting residenti¿l location choice behaviour. This is partLy because a

study (Can/alho et al., L97 4) conducted in Winnipeg, the sample city of

the present study, indicated that the prices of similar types of housing

did not vary significantly virith respect to distance fron the CBD. The

authors point out that the decentralized nature of enploynent in the city
was perhaps the nain reason for such a rmiforrnity of hous ing price. It
is useful to note here th¿t these authors did not consider the effect of

the location of other najor enployment centres on the housing price in

the city. The household transport cost of the ter¡n tgross pricet generally

incLudes the cost of j ourney to work, and of obtaining residentially

oriented services, such as groceries and school. This authorrs contention

is that for the najority of urban households the sÌrn of transportation

costs to points other than vrork is smal"l and the journey to r,ro"k cost, by

way of contrast, is large and significant. For the sake of simplicity,

then, the nodels in this study use travel tirne ffor household transpòrt

costsJ as a rneasure of spatial separation between horne and the work place.
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Income, which was recognized in the literature (Catanese, 1969),

as the nost doninant socioeconomic variable, is included in the analysis

for this thesis. The nodels of workers t residential location are dis-

aggregated by incorne groups of the workers. The occupationaL status of
workers is also considered, to a lesser extent.

3.2 Data Acquisition

The developrnent and testing of residential location distïibution

models requires socioecononical ly sttatified samples of workers frorn

nunerous enploynent centres located in the suburbs of the Greater Winni_

peg Area. As indicated earlier, the study also looks to ð.at a sources

such as census statistics to eLininate, in part, the requirernent of expen_

sive surveys.

The Greater Winnipeg Area has six distinct industrial districts oï
parks within its boundaries, excluding the Central Business District
(Winnipeg Econornic Developrnent Board, 1975). These are: (i) Fort carry

Industrial Park, (ii) Canadia¡ National Railway yard and Transcona Indus-

trial Park, (iii) Inkster Industrial Park, (iv) St. Jarnes Industrial park,

(y) East Kildonan Industrial Park, and (vi) North Kildonan Industrial

Park. Tabl"e 3.1 provides statistics of employnent in l{innipeg r s indus-

tríal areas. East Kildonan Industrial park and North Kildonan Industrial

Park were considered too snall to be included in the investigation. FToÍr

the renaining areas, Fort Garry Industrial Park (FGIP), Inkster Industriål

Park (IIP), and Canadian National Railway yard were selected to be in-

cluded in the analysis. St. James Industrial. park ISJIp) was excluded

fron the analysis for the sinple reason of líniting the effort of data



collectíon. The exclusion of SJIP also appeared justified because it is

close to the IIP for which the work-place/residential location data h/ere

aLready available frorn Saccornanno's (1972) study. Assuning that SJIP

workers nay exhibit a residential location pattem of its empLoyees

sinil¿r to that of IIP, other areas such as FGIP and CNRy, located in

different parts of the city, were chosen for the study in an attempt to

cover the entire netropolitan area of Winnípeg.

Table 3.1 Estinated Enploynent* in Winnipeg's
Industrial. Areas [Winnipeg Econornic
Developnent Board, 19 75)

Nane of Industrial ATe¿ Total Nunber of Ernployees

(i) Fort Garry Industrial Park

[ii) Canadia¡ National Railway Yard and
Transcona Park

Ciii) Inkster Industrial Park

(iv) St. Ja¡nes Industrial Païk

(v) East Kildonan Industriat Park

[vi) North Kildonan Industrial Park

6,5s0

4,r70

5,550

11,560

690

580

* Includes nanufacturing, warehousing, cornrnercial and service sectors

In the fa1l of L974 a survey of FGIP in the creater Winnipeg Area

was r¡ndertaken to acquire data for the development of the residentiâl

location distribution models. All the fir¡ns of FGIP which were contacted

for data acquisition were established at the industrial site at least five

years prior to the survey date, The period of five years was assr¡rned to

be sufficient for the equilibriun of residential locations of workers with

lespect to the ind-ustrial park. For a total of 1,560 workeï
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permanently in FGIP" the infon[ation about their occupation, incorne, and

places of residences was obtained. Workers who livetl in rural areas, who

accormted. for approxirnately five per cent of the total, vJere omitted fron

the study.

The developrnent of various residential location distribution

rnodels in the follor^ring chãpters of the thesis uses the socioeconornical ly

stTatified samples of FGIP workers. The testing of these nodels is

carried out using samples fron CNRY (and also fron IIP as obtained by

Saccornanno, 1972). The socioeconornical ly stratifieå data for CNRY employ-

nent centre vreïe obtained in early 1975. The sample of CNRY contained a

total of 2, 169 workers.

Census tracts as adopted by Statistics Canada (1971) are used as

the districts of residential opportunitíes in this investigation. Census

tracts are defined as rrpernanent census statistical ¿reas which are as

hornogeneous as possible in tems of econonic status and living conditions

... Dat¿ available fron these statistical units are of value in conpari-

sons of social and economic factors within an urban comnunityr' (Statistics

Canada, 197L). Since census tracts a"e defined uniforrnly across Canada,

using these rmits nay facilitate the expansion of the study to include

other urban areas in the country.

As stated earlier, while searching for a suitable housing location

in a residential district a worker is concerned about the quality of

housing, together lrrith other neighbourhood services. Based on the assunp-

tion of a significantly large correlation of these housing and neighbour-

hood variables with the income of the housing Location seeker, the census

tract statistics of population distribution by income (Statistics Carìada,
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197J.) have been used as housing attraction estimates. This assunption is
fairly reasonable because a recent study (Kennel , Ig7 S) concluded that
the incone vari¿ble is strongry interrerated with severar socioeconornic

variables, such as autonobile ownership, quality of housing and occupa_

tíonal status.

Data on income distribution by census tracts for ar1 the r^rorkers

in the City of Winnipeg were derived fron the 1971 census (Statistics

Canada, I97L). The adoption of three groups r4¡as necessitated in order

to natch the census income data vrith the incone data obtained for FGrp

and CNRY enployment centTes. These incorne groups are: high, rnore than

$12,000 per year; rnediurn, $9,000 to $12,000; and low, less than $9,000.

All these income figures refer to the 1974 dollars. The breakdown of the

n¡orkers of various incorne groups at FGIP ¿nd CNRy is given in T¿:ble 3.2.

The occupational distÌibution by census tracts was not chosen for the

analysis due to the appaïent difficulty of matching census occupational

data hrith the occupational data obtained fo¡ the enploynent centres.

Table 3,2 Breakdown of the Workers of Various
Incorne Groups at FGIP and CNRY

E¡trploynent Centre

Nunber of Workers of Various fncone

Low Mediu¡n High

FGIP

CNRY

778

520

47r

1 ,509

237

140
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TÏa],fel tine is used as a rneasure of the cost of transportation

between a residential district and the enplo),nent centre. The travel

tines fÎon all census districts in the City of Winnipeg to the district

containing the enployment centre were deter:nined by the rfloating cart

technique during the norning peak hours, In this technique ari autono-

bile is driven over a predetennined course of stÏeets attenpting at a1l.

times to rfl.oat I with the traffic stÌeam, while, at the same tjre, ar

observer in the autonobile records the traveL tines at preselected check

points .

The enployment centres included in this study are located in the

suburbs of the Greater Winnipeg area (Fig, 3.1J. There are no specific

public transportation services available for cornmut ing to these centres.

As a result, most of the workers use private autonobiles for connuting

to theiT work places. For this reason, onLy autonobile trips have been

included in the analysis used for this thesis.

As pointed out earlier in this chapter, Saccomanno I s (1972) data

of IIP (located in the Winnipeg area) are also used to test the nodels of

this study. Although acquired and classified in a sLightly dífferènt

nanner th¿n the authorrs data for FGIP and CNRY, Sacconanno I s samples of

IIP vrorkers provide additional vaLidation of the findings of this thesis.

In his work on 'rA Predictive Model of the Residential Distribution

Patterrr of Industrial Occupation Groups t for a Masterts thesis,

Saccornanno collected the infoflnation about the occupation of IIP workers,

and their corresponding places of residences. For the purpose of studying

group behaviour with respect to res idential/work-place location as it is

affected by socioecononic condítions, he divided the workers into three
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broad occupational groups: nanagerial, clerical, and labour. Census

tracts were adopted as districts of work tlip origin. Saccomanno

derived the data of occupational distribution by. census. tract fron the

1961 Census (Statistics Canada, 1961). Although the 1961 Census divided

labour statistics into nine distinct classifications, the adoption of

the three categories, nanagerial, clerical, and l"abour, was necessitated

by the nature of sample data fron the case study and other socioecononic

factors associated with these three groups. For the more detailed dis-

cussion of the reasons behind the adoption of the thTee groups and their

conponents, a reference nay be nade to Saccomanno (1972).

All the data acquired for this study are tabulated in Appendix A,

3.3 Approach to the Analysis and Developnent of Model.s

The developrnent and analysis of the conpeting opportunities nodel,

the intervening opportunities nodel and the gravity model are described

in Chapters IV, V and VI, respectively, of this thesis. The development.

and analysis of aL1 the nodels are generally described in three stages.

The first stage presents the theoretical derivation of the model. The

second stage presents application of the model to a specific enploynent

centre and recognízes the shortconings of its existing application pro-

cedures. This stage then proposes sorne changes which irnprove the predic-

tive ability of the model. The third stage tests the nodel using

sanples fron other eriployÌnent centres to confifln the valídity of the

nodel incorporating the proposed changes.
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CHAPTER IV

COMPETING OPPORTUNITIES MODEL OF RESIDENTIAL
LOCATION DISTRIBUTION

4.1 Intr.oduction

The conpeting opportrmities model for trip distribution was

developed by Tornazinis (1962). The nodel involves the diaect applica-

tion of probability theory already introduced to the trip distribution

problen by Schneider (1959) of the Chicago Area Transportation Study.

As its nane irnplies, the nodel is based on the concept that indi-

viduals conpete for opportunities up to a destination, within equal

travel tine, travel distance and/or travel cost bands as rneasured frorn

the place of origin. Within a given band, every opportunity has an

equal probability of acceptance.

The basic fornula of the tTip distribution procedure is

T. = O.xP.a-l l- J

where

(4 .1)

T, = = nunber of one-way trips ftom zone i to zone j,L-J

0. = total nunber of ttips originating in zone i,I

P- = probability of stopping at destination j.)

The theoretical derivation of this nodel and its application to

trip distTibution are fully explâined by Tornazinis (1962). However, in

order to present the model in reference to the problem of residential

Location distribution, the nodel is derived in the following parts of

this chapter.
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4.2 theoty

Fig. 4.1 shows a universe of population N. There are two sub-

pâpulations, H and S, hrithin the uiverse. It is given that part of

subpopulation H is also part of subpopulation S, and vice versa. The

probability of randonly selecting fton the popuLation N a menber of the

subpopulation H is
IJP(H) = ä
q

Similarly, P(S) = ñ

The probability t:n¿¿t the choice is a nember of both subpopulations S and

His

P(HS) = tr
where CHS represents the mernbers which are connon in both subpopulations

H and S, By definition, the conditional probability that H is chosen

given that S has already been chosen is:

P(H/s)

This concept of conditional probability, which is treated suffic-
iently in nost textbooks of probability theory, c¿ut now be adapted to

the problen of residential location distribution as follows.

4,3 Adaptation to the Problen and Derivation

The cornpeting opportunities nodeL derived by Tonazinis deals rarith

general-purpose trip distribution in the overall urba¡ area. The model

derived here reverses the base of references, in that it seeks to collect

tTips rather than to distribute then. Instead of having numerous destin_

ation points, only one point is considered (i.e., ernployment centre) to

CHS

S
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CHS

Fig. 4.1 Population Diagram (CHS = HnS)
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receive work trips from nunerous points of origin (i.e., residentiaL

dístricts). Trip rnakers in this analysis are the individual workers e¡n-

ployed at a particular centre, who are categorized by their socioeconornic

characteristics . The type and nurnber of these categories will depend on

the availability of an estim¿te, or projection, of suitable housing

opportunities for the workers of.those particuLar categories ï¡ithin each

residential district of the urban area.

Fig. 4.2 illustTates the structure which r.rnderlies the derivation

of the competing oppontrmities rnodel of residential distribution. The

employnent centre A is shor¡'n as a focus for n residential districts in
the entire urban area. The centre is a source of employflent providing

different kinds of jobs to the residents of the urban area according to

their skills and backgrounds. The residential distrícts which are

located at various distances fron A are suppl.iers of suitable housing

opportunities to the workers of various socioeconomic groups.

Let the,terms used in the nodel derivation be defined as:

O = number of workers of a socioecononic group employed

at A,

d. = nurnber of suitable housing opportunities for thel-

group available ín district i,
D' = total nunber of suitabLe housing opportunities foÎ

the group in the entine urban area,

n
= Xd., where n is the total nrmber of residentiaLt'

i=1 districts in the area,

t. = taavel tine beth¡een centre A and residential dis-a

tricts i, in ninutes.
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The teflns Ht, Hz, etc., designate all housing opportunities for

the group availâb1e in the area bounded by the travel tines TCr, TCr,

etc., respectively, between the centre A and the residential districts.

The traveL times TCP TC2, etc., define the residential area by the

proper tine band", or I'tirne coderr. Each tine band can include any

agreed-on tine interval in ¡ninutes. The H subpopulation is the total of

the cunulative housing opportunities in al1 tine bands until the tine

band of the resÍdential district of the destination is reached. The

cunulative nature of the subpopulation can best be understood by the

following expressions for Hr, H2, H3, etc. With reference to Fi-g. 4.2.

H = d +d
112 (4.2a)

Hr= dr*dr*dr*du*du*d,
{4.2b)

= Hr * d, * dn + ds + d6

Sinilarly,

Hr= Hr*dr*dr*dr*dro Ø.2c)

Hu = H, * dr, * dr, * dr, * dru * dru @'2d)

in general,

"j = 
"j_f 

+ sun of opportunities in jth band. (4.2e)

Given that the centre A ernploys O nunber of workers of a particu-

lar group, then choosing at randon a worker of .that group, the probabi-

lity that the chosen worker is ¿ rnember of subpopulation H, is:

H,
P(Hl) = D;



The probability that the chosen worker is also a resident of

residential distrcict 1 (say Rr) which is a part of H, is:

dr
P(Rl) = õ:

B)' definition then, conditional probabil"ity of district Rl is:

P(Ri/Hr) Pr
L

Sinilarly,

d I
H1

d
P(R2lHr) = # =r;

I

d-
P(R3/H2) = H =P:

--2

(4.3a)

(4 . 3b)

(4.3c)

and so on.

The above expressions for conditional prcbabil.ities of various

residential districts, Pi, pi, p;, erc., inply rhat the probabitity of

finding a housing location in a residential district is equal to the

housing locations available in the district divided by the total housing

locations inside the atrea dei.ineated by the tine code of the distIict in

consideration. This concept can be terned [concept of conpeting oppor-

tunitiesrr, in which the probability that a worker wil.l. find a housing

site in a district depends on the ratio of the housing opportunities.

It should be noticed hete that the equating of opportunities depends on

an equaL or lessel travel tine or travel cost experienced by a worker.

Since the total number of housing locations sought by the conpet-

ing workers should equal the total nu¡nber of jobs available at the enploy-

nent centre, the sunnation of the probability of each district hrithin the

area should be unity; hence:



XP. = 1
L

where i represents residential districts L,2,3,4, 5, ...n. Here n

is the total nullber of distÏicts in r¿hich Tesidential locations aae

sought ,

To obtain XP. = 1, the conditionat probability of each districta

(Eqs. 4.5a, 4.3b, 4.3c) is divided by the sunrnation of atl conditional

probabilities of each district (i.e., Xpi), giving

Pi
,, _ 

EÞT_

Pr
Þ=2'2 rpi

P:
p='- 3 xPi

and so on for all the renaining districts.

The required summation of conditional. probabilities of all dis-

tricts can be found by using the relationships in Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3. To

starr with, dividing Eq. 4.2aby Hr, 4.2b by H", 4,2c by H3, erc.,

results in the following equations:

Eq, 4.2a divíded by H, gives

t = 3.3 @.4a)Hr Hl

Eq. 4.2b divided by H, gives

,drd2d3d4dsd.'I = 
- 

¡-¡-+-^ H2 H" Hr' H2 H2' H2

HddddØ'4b)
1 = 

1* 3* 4* 5* 6
-H2H2H2H2H2

lsirr"e a, + d, = Hr)
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Eq. 4.2è, divided by H, gives

Hdddd
1 = -Z+ -2 

6 s ro_ H H_+f *F_*F_ Ø.4c)

Eq. 4.2d divided by H4 gives

, = 3* þ* þ. þ. þ. þ (4.4d)'-Hu H; H4 É- il'il
and Eq, 4.2e divided by H, gives, in general,

)

I _ Hj_t + sun of all opportunities in jth bând 
@.4e)

nj

Adding Eqs. 4.4a, 4.4b, 4.4c, 4.4d, and 4.4e, and also taking n as the

total nunber of bands results in:

- 
H, H. H H' - Hr-r.

'= oi.ú.n:+---+# --.q-
ddddd1234--Tl
H, H, H, H" H,

or
H H H H- , H' = ol.ú. oi- - .ol--- *#l* ¡P'

or
n H' -

XP! = n- t l-ra .-^ H. (4. s)
J=Z J

The probability of a residential district being chosen as a housing

i.ocation car be calculated by using the above expression as follows:
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P!
-av-tTn.

n - /. )-r
:=z \-

Writing the âbove expression for a socioecononic group and nultiplying
it by the total nunber of hrorkers of that païticular group enployed at

the enployment centre results in the following residential location

distribution nodel :

(4.6)

(4.7)

d.
l"

H=
T. = 6 ¡¡ --J-L m H- ,r' 1-lrn - ¿ ¡r--

)=z 1

where T. = nurnber of workers of the group who reside in district i h'hen

enployed at A.

Other terns have previously been defined.

4.4 Calibration and Analysis of the Model

Discussion of Existing Calibration procedure

The competing opportunities nodel is calibrated by varying the

width of the attracting tine bands until there is an agreement between

the actual and predicted values of the dependent variable. A review of
the literature shows that only a limited number of attempts have been nade

to calibrate and use this nodel. As a result, no simple procedure is
available at present to calibtrate the model successful.ly.

To this date, only two najor attenpts have been nade to use this
nodeL, one by Tornazinis (1962) of the penn-Jersey Transportation Study,

and the other by Heanue and pyers (1966) of the washington Transportation
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Study. Attempts by Bell (f970), and Solinan and Sacconanno (L972) are

felt to be inportant to an understanding of the problejtr, and some of

the controversy surrounding it,
Tonazinis (1962) reported that appLication of the conpeting opp-

ortunities rnodel provided satisfactory results for nost of the sanples

tested for distîibuting trips in New Jersey, He indicated, however,

that the success of the rnodel depends upon the rnarmer in whích òpportun-

ity districts are aggregated into tine codes. Sone guidelines, which

underlie the sel.ection of the width of tine bands, are well explained

by Tonazinis:

Before the width of tine codes can be decided, an-
other thought shoul.d be explored. Ihe objective
here is to sinulate hunan behavior in choosing the
destination of a trip within a conpl ex set of trip
destinations of a region. This takes place on the
basis of two elenents of experience: e.g. exper-
ience hrith the transportation system considered,
and the ability and sensitivity to cour¡t and uti-
lize tirne in sma1l inctenents. What is inplied is
that one cannot have a fiTst tine code of 5 nin
for a rnass tÎansit system rarhere [waiting ti¡ne
alone nay be rnore than 5 rnin. It also inplies that
for auto travel or tn¿ss transit travel. one shouLd
not have time codes of odd increnents (of say,
6.25 min) but of blocks of tine that are easily
conceived and frequently used by people in their
everyday activities; e.g., tine codes of say 5 or
10 nin.

This consideration of sinulating hu¡nan behavior
has proven of substantial importance hrheÌe the best
results were achíeved with tine codes of S min
driving tine in distributing auto trips. In the
case of mass transit trips the first tine code was
20 nin in most of the arèa and 30 min for the dis-
tricts at the outskirts of the netropolitan region.
The rest of the tine codes were of 5 rnin riding
tine. This variation of the width of the first
tine code was in response to the variation of rwait-
ing tine'r in the systern, which ran up to 12 and lB
nin, Tespectively.
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The preceding paragraphs inply a need to introduce
a dichotony betvreen auto trips and mass transit
trips. For a small city h'ithout rnajor mass transit
facilities, this is not an inportant dichotorny and
need not be carried out. However, when such facil-
ities exist in a large scale, then there is a
substantial distortion of reality if the various
districts hrould be arranged frorn a given point of
origin on the basis of a single ninirnun path used
on highway facilitíes. This is true because rcon-
binedrr (all rnodes) ninimum paths are difficult to
estinate objectively. Thus, it becane evident that
suitable tine codes by auto and rnass transit should
be established in each case on the basis of the
pertinent nininu¡n time paths.

The conpeting opportunities model proved to be very difficult to

calibrate when applied to 1948 Washington survey d¿ta by Heanue and

Pyers (1966). Since it was only the second. najor attenpt to use this

nodel, no syste¡natic calibration procedure was available, and therefore,

the researchers tried nany altemative approaches for obtaining a simu-

lated trip distiibution with the same trip length characteristics as the

survey data. Initial.ly, lmiforln time bands vrere tÎied with little
success. Next, varying-width tine bands were utilized and the results

becarne sonewhat rnore meaningful . Tïo such attempts were: (l) a 24-¡ninute

initial tine band followed by imiform 2-ninute tine band.s anð. (2) a 40-

ninute iniiial. time band followed by uniform 2-minute bands. Even with

thís approach, however, it was not possible to obtain a trip-length fre-

quency distribution approaching the survey trip length. A comparison of

these results hrith those of the present study is included later in this

chapter.

A study was undertaken by Bel1 (1970) with the objective of cali-
brating the COM.* He reported that the nethod was able to sinulate tÎip

Conpeting Opportunities Model
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naking behaviour in Sydney, Australia, reå.sonably h'e11. Due to sone

discrepancies, however, Bel1 concluded that sone kind of attraction trip-

end balancing procedure would have improved its accuracy of sinulation.

Solinan and Saccornanno (1972) used the CoM to predict and sinul¿te

patterns of coÍmuter travel generated by the intÏoduction of a proposed

industrial site. Their application of the nodel to an industrial park

in the City of Winnipeg, Canada, has proved to be successful. within

reasonable LiÍtits. However, the authors have called for a rnore extensive

testing and refine¡nent of the nodel . A more detail"ed discussion of the

resul.ts of the study by Sol irnan and Saccornanno is presented in the latter
part of this chapter.

Developnent of an Inproved Calibratíon Procedure

The foregoing review of the literature dealing with the COM shows

that only a few attempts have been nade to câ.libTate and use the nodel.

Consequently, no systematic calibration procedure is available. It is

evident, however, fron the work of Tonazinis (1962), Heanue and pyers

(1966), and Bell (1970) and the experience of this authorrs preliminary

work r^¡ith the COM that any attenpt at nodel calibration must conprise

three distinct steps:

i) selection of a suitable uniform width of tine bands for

the study area,

iil deternination of the width of first tine band to achieve

the best possible results,

iii) irnprovement in the accuracy of prediction of the depen-

dent variable for the districts within the first tine band.
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A calíbration procedure, hÌhich integïates all the above steps de_

velopetl in this study, is d.escïibed. in full detail in the following

sections of the thesis.

Uniforn Width of Tïne Bands

Sone guidelines which underlie the selection of width of tine
bands were cited in the preceding séction. Based. on these guidelines,

and taking into account the experience of other researchers with this
rnodel, several uniform tine-band widths were tested. using the COM (Eq.

4.7) and the data fron FGIP for various incorne groups of workers. A uni_

forn time width of 5 ninutes was serected for further development of the

¡nodel fron arnong various possible widths for two specific reasons: 1) be-

cåuse travel tíne is comrnonly weighted in rnultiples of 5 ninut es, and ii)
in a nedium sízed city like tr{innipeg, s-minute bands give an appropriate

level of aggregation of houslng opportunities.

For the initial attenpt using S-rninute uniforrn tine bands, the

numbeÌ of predicted and actual residential locations (for various group)

are shown in Fig. 4.5. Clearly the predicted nu¡nbers of residential

locations in nost of the tíne bands are not crose to the actual nunber

for any incone group of workers. Hor,rever, a definíte pattern of d.iscre_

pancy exists for all the groups. For the first few bands, the nodel

shows a high positive deviation fron the actuar resurts in each case. The

rernaining tine bands, as a result, have nodeïate to high negative devia-

tions. The results obtained for any other uniforn width of tjjne bands

(e.9,,2, 3, 4, 6,7, 8 ninutes, used in the study) were sinilar in nature

to the results of s-ninute rmiforn width. Therefore, ít was decided to

continue the calibration of the model using s-ninute bands for the reasons
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stated in the preceding patagraph.

The results of this study, using uniform width of tine bands,

are al.so similar to the results of other researchers in the past.

solinan and saccomanno (1972), who crassified the work force of rnkster

Industrial Park in Winnipeg into three broad groups _ nanagerial, cleri_
cal, and labour - for the purpose of studying their behaviour with

lespect to res idential /work-pIace location, encountered the same kind of
discrepancy using uniform S-ninute t i¡ne band.s, Fi'g. 4.4 and 4.5 show

their câlcu1¿ted and observed residentiar . .r.ocat ions for the labour and

clerical groups, respectively. Fíg. 4.6 is a conparison of trip-length
distribution - actual vs. COM with uniforn tirne bands as obtained by

Heanue and Pyers (1966),

The discrepancy in COM þrediction using 5 _rninut e u¡iform tine
bands requires some explanation at this point. The high positive devia-

.tions for the first few tine bands (Fig. 4.3) attd the resurting negative

devíations for the renaining time bands a?e essentially due to the basic

objective of the I'theory of conpeting opportunit ies'r, which is the con_

figuratíon of a fmction expressing a rate of dirninishing probabirity of
Tesidential choice â.t increasing travel tine fron the given enplo),nent

centre. The nodel assigns overly high probabilities to the residential

districts in the first few tine bands. rt is obvious that this situation

is due to an excessive overlap in conpetition for residential locations

with these t ine bands.

Width of the First Tine Band

The failure of the nodel using uniforn tine bands necessitated

further trial and adjustnent in the prediction procedure. FTon the over-
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paediction of residential locations in the first few tfune bands, it was

obvious that the probabilities assigned by the rnodel to resid.ential

districts in these bands were higher than the actual probabilities.

Experiment¿tion involving variation in the h¡idth of t i:ne bands rnade it
clear that the probability function tEq. a.6) is significantry affected

by increasing the width of the first tine band. Fig. 4.7, for exanple,

shora¡s the effect of increasing the width of first tirne band, Wl on the

cululative probability function of residentiar rocations for the low in-
come group. As Wl increases, the probability assigned to the residential

districts close to the enploy[ent centle decreases. This d.ecrease in
probability values is due to the fact that when Wl increases, more and.

nore residential districts lying in fiïst band shaÌe the advantage of

co¡npetitiveness of opportunities over residential districts ín remaining

tine bands.

The width of the first time bard, Wl, was varied fro¡n S to 25

ninutes, followed by a uniforrn width, W, of 5 minutes for all the groups

of workers. The attenpts at varying W, resultecl in a better agreement

between the actual and the nodel. values in all tine bands for each socio-

economic group. The first tine band widths are: l0 to 15 rninutes for
1ow, 15 to 20 for nediurn, and. 20 to 25 for high income group. Fig. 4.g shows

the conparison of actual and predicted residential location ilistribution
using W, of 15 ninutes for Low, 20 ninutes for rned.iurn, an¿l 25 ninutes for
high incorne workers. All the fiÏst tine band widths in the figure are

followed by the uniform widths of 5 minutes.

The calibration tesults of this study are in agreement with the

Tesults of Heanue and Pyers (1966J. These authors vrere more successful
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in finding an adequate solution with a 24-ninute first tine band fol-

lowed by uniforrn 2-ninute time bands than h'ith any other conbination of

tine bands they used.

Adjustnent in Prediction Within the First Tine Band

Using a tNested Model'

In the previous analysis of COM calibration r,rre were concerned with

the perfornance of the nodel h¡ith Tespect to the tine bands. It h¡as

noticed that a nodel with the first tine band wider than other b¿nds

could provide adequate prediction for most of the t irne bands. A wider

first tine band, required to achieve satisfactory prediction, may cause

a problen of high aggregation of opportmities, especially in nediurn and

snall urban areas. For example, a first tine band width equal to 25

ninut es for the high incorne group of FGIP in Winnipeg results only in S

tirne bands; first, fron 0 to 25 ninutes; second, frõn 26 to 50 minutes;

and third, from 31 to 35 ninutes. Most of the housing opportunities in

such a case f¿ll in the first time band. Any conparison of actual and

predicted values at such high aggregation does not provide any cLue about

the adequacy of the nodel, especially for the residential districts lrith-

in the first time band. The rnodel, when applied in this manner, becornes

less useful for planning or prediction purposes. The following analysis,

which was carried out to nake the model nore useful for prediction (by

reducing the degree of aggregation), is based on travel tfune comparisons

insteaal of tine band conparisons of actual and predicted nurnbers of re-

sidential locations.

It is evident fron Fig. 4.8 that the predicted residentiâ.l loca-

tions in nost tine bands are reasonably close to the actual yalues. Hor4¡-
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ever' urhen the residential locations are plotted ¿gainst travel tirne, as

shown in Fig. 4.9, discrepancy bethreen the actual and predicted distrci_

bution is clearly notíceable for travel tine less than Wl minutes

(width of the fiÏst tíne bandJ. For the 1ow income group, for example,

the COM nith a first time band width of 15 ninutes followed by s-ninute

uniform bands (say CùÃ/L5/5 nodel*) underpredicts for a travel tfune ín_

terval of 0 to 5 ninutes, and overpredicts for a travel tine interval of
Ll to 15 ninutes. The results for a 6-to l0-ninute tilne interyal are in

better agreenent. This type of disagreenent for tine intervals faLling

vrithin the first tine band occurs because the COM/15/5 nodel does not

provide any conpetitive preference to the residential districts which are

located closer to the enpl"oynent centÎe [0 to 5 minutesJ over the other

districts farther from the centre (6 to 10, and ll to 15 rninutes). A

sirnilar díscrepancy rnay be noticed for the nedium group. The high incone

group, however, does not exhibit any large systenatic disagreernent (Fig.

4.e).

To inprove the accuracy of prediction, the total mlnbers of resi-

dential locations predicted for the fir.st tfune bands of a1l, the incone

groups welÌe redistributed anong the residential districts ra¡ithin these

first tine bands by applying the conpeting opportunities mod.el. The re-

peated application of the concept of conpeting opportunities, confined.

only to the residential districts within the first tine band of the pre-

vious stage of the application of the nodel, could be temed a rnested

COI4/75/5 rnodel specifies a conpeting opportunities model r¡/ith a first
tine band of 15 minutes followed by s-ninute uniforrn bands.
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modelI for redistribution of residenti¿l locations. Tirne sub_band*

widths of a nested noder for various groups of workers were deterrnined

by utilizing the sane procedure as described previousry under the titres
trUniform Width of Tirne Bands'r, and wid.th of the First Tjme Band". The

nested nodel, with a firrst tine sub-band width of 5 rninutes followed by

S-ninute uniforrn sub-bands (say NEsr/s/s noder), produced. reasonabr"e re-
sults for the 1ov, incone group. For the rnediun incorne group, NEST/10/5

nodel and NEST/15/5 model were found to be appropriate for pred.iction

within the first tine bands of coM/rs/s and, coM/zo/s mod.ers, respectivery.

In the case of the high income group, appropriate rnodels were NEST/f5/5

and NEST/20I5, correspondilg to coltt/z\/i anð coM/25/5 models, respectivety.

Fig. 4.10 demonstrates the inprovement in accuracy of prediction (as corn_

pared to Fig. 4.9) for travel time less than W, ninutes, achieved by a

nested rnodel using first ti¡ne sub-band Ì\¡idths of 5 rninutes foï the Iow,

15 rninutes for the rnediun, and 20 ninutes for the high incone group. It
is clear fron the figure that a nested noder inproves the predictions for
the 1ow and nediun groups. No further inprovenient is clearly exhibited

by its application to the high income group.

In general, the, predicted results, after introducing the nested.

rnodel, are close to the actual results for all the groups of workers.

The rernaining variation between the actual ard the predicted values can

be attïibuted to various factots, such as the error in sarnples, the lack

of precision in the varues of independent varíables, and sorne variabr.es

not included in the analysis.

The tenn r sub-band I refers to tine band of a nested nodel.
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The rnodel of Heanue and pyers (f9661 , with a 24-rninute first tine
band fo11or¿ed by 2-ninute uniform bands, also produced results within
the first tine band which show a resemblance in nature to the resurts of
this study. Fig. 4.11 displays an underprediction in short trips and an

overprediction in rong trips within the first tine band of 24 minutes.

The predicted results for the rernaining tine bands, however, are in good

agreenent with the actual results. It appears that the technique of
applying the nested nodel for this case as vrell should bring the actual

and predicted trip distTibution into closer agreenent,

4.5 Testing of the Model

Table 4.1 sunnarizes the results obtained during the calibration
process using data for FGIp in Winnipeg. It is necessary, after having

developed a residential location distribution nodel using data fron a

specific enploynent centTe in an urb¿n area, to confinn its validity,
before it can be used for prediction purposes. The nodel (Table 4.lJ de_

veloped in this study was tested for (i) Canadian National Railway yard

(GNRY) and, (ii) rnksrer rndustrial park (rrp). Both of these industrial
parks are located in subu¡bs of the Cíty of Winnipeg.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, dalua hrere collected fron CNRy to test
the developed model, The workers of CNRY were classified into high,

nedium, and low income groups as defined for FGIp while developing the

nodel, The sample of CNRy contained 140 high, 1,509 mediun and 520 low

incorne workers. The actual and predicted residential location distïibu-
tion for all the income.groups of rr¡orkers at CNRY is shonn in Fig. 4.12.

This figure utilizes the first tine band widths of CoM as 10, 15, and 20

ninutes for low, nediurn, and high incorne groups, respectively. The adjust_
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Table 4.1 Sunrnary of Model Calibration and

Analysís of Results

coM/Il¡1/IlI*MoDEL

PARAMETERS

NEST/ w1/14Ì* *MODE L

PARAMETE RSINCOME

hr1, in W, in
Mínutes Minutes

wl, in w, in
Minutes Minutes

5

5

5

5

5

5

10

15

LOW

5

5

10

15

5

5

15

20

MEDITJM

5

5

15

20

5

5

20

25

HIGH

*COM/W, /W specifies
' band width

minutes -

a conpetíng opportmities nodel with fitst tine
of Wl minutes followed by rmiforrn bands of W

**NEST/w]/w specifies a conpeting opportrmities nodel (cal1ed a nested- nodel), applied only to the resídential districts within
the first tine band of CoM/WrlW, with first tine sub-band
of wl ninutes followed by uniforrn sub-balds of h' minutes.
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ent in predíction h¡ithin the first time band of the COM is carried out

by using the nested nodel with the first tine sub-band widths of 5 nin-

utes for low, 10 ninutes for nediun, and L5 ninutes for high incone

groups of workers. The predicted results of Tesidential location dis-

tribution are in fairly close agreenent vrith the observed results fo:r all
the groups of CNRY workers. It is worth noting, however, that the model

which was developed using only FGIP data underpredicts the residential

locations in 0-5 minute interval. It nay be surrnised that such devia-

tions are quite understandable, consideling that hre are trying to sinulate

hu¡nan behaviour by nathematical relationships.

The procedure of calibration and analysis of the COM was also

tested using the data obtained by Saccomanno (1972) fot IIp for his study,

rrA Predictive Model of the Residential Locational Distríbution pattem of

Industrial Occupation Groupsrr. Sacconanno t s classification of industrial

r4rorkers is different fro¡n the classifications in this study. As nentioned

earlier, he considered thÎee occupationai. groups - labour, clerical, and

nanagerial. Assuning that these occupational groups night correspond to

the loh¡, nediun, and high incorne groups, respectively, the ¡nodel was

applied to the data of Saccomanno. Fig. 4.13 conpares the actual and the

predicted residential locations using the first tirne band width of the

COM as 15 and 20 ninutes for labour and clerical glroups, respectively.

The adjustnent in prediction r¡ithin the first ti¡ne band of the CoM is

carried out by using the nested nodel with the first tine sub-band widths

of 5 ninutes for labourers and 15 ¡ninutes for clerical workers. These

model paraneters correspond to the low inco¡ne group (for labour), and

nedíum incone group (for clerical) in Table 4.1. The closeness of the
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actual and predicted results ín the figure demonstrates the success of
the model in predicting the residential rocatíon of wo¡kers of va¡ious

socioeconomic status in Winnipeg. The managerial group coul.d not be in_

cluded in testing the nodel since the sample size of 52 nanagers was

considered too snall to indícate a patterTl (solinan and. saccornanno , rg72),

4.6 Discussion of Results

Table 4.L surnrnar i z es the results obtained during the calibration

process. The width of the first tírne band, Wt, in the case of various

incorne groups, may be considered as a dernarcation Line which splits the

entire study region into two areas of conpetition for residential oppor-

tunities: (i) the area wíthin Wl minutes tine of the emplo)'rnent centre,

as the low conpetition area, and (ii) the area beyond Wr ninutes tine,

as the high co¡npetition area. Due to the existence of a range of W, for

each group, no clear distinction can be made betr4¡een these areas. It is

evident from the values of Wr obtained for different groups that, as the

j"ncorne of the worker increases, the line of dernarcation of low and high

conpetition areas (i.e., Wr) moves outwaÌd fron the emplo¡'rnent centre.

For exanple, it is obvious fron the values of Wr that the high incorne

workers conpete for housing location ¡nore discerningly beyond 20 to 25

minutes of travel tine from their job place as conpared to 10 to 15 nin-

utes for the low income group.

IncLusion of the first tine sub-band width of the nested nodel

into the discussion suggests the existence of a very low conpetition area

within the low conpetition area fot each incone group. These very low
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conpetition areas for housing opportunities are: 0 to 5 ninutes for the

Low income group, 0 to 15 minutes for the rnediurn income group, and 0 to

20 for the high incone group of workers.

The nagnitudes of the first tine band h'idth of the conpeting opp-

ortunities nodel and the first tine sub-band Lridth of the nested model

derived in this study for various groups indicate that, in general, the

workers of the high incorne group live farther fron their place of enploy-

ment than do the workers of the 1or{r incone group. The desire of the 1ow

income group to live closer rnay be linked vrith theír concern for the fact

that the farther they live fron their place of work the greater the share of

their incone that is spent on conmuting and less is available for other expenses.

Since the predicted nurnber of residential locations agreed with

the actual mlnbers for the labour and clerical group of workers at IIP

(Fig. 4.13) using different values of the width of the first t irne band,

WP of lhe CoM, and first tine sub-band width of the accompanying nested

rnodel, wr, the above discussion of travel tine sensitivity rnay aiso be

applied to the occup¿tional status of the workers. It appears that the

workers of low occupational status are nore sensitive to the travel tine,

afld thus the travel distance (or expense), as cornpared to the vrorkers of

higher occupational status.
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CHAPTER V

INTERVENING OPPORTUNITIES MODEL OF RES IDENTIAL

LOCATION DISTRIBUTION

5.1 Introduction

The intervening opportunities model is the nane given to the

nathenatical procedure developed by Morton Schneider (1960) to distri-
bute, over all possible destinations, the actual destinations of all
trips having a stated origin. The distinguishing feature of the nodel

is its unique independent variable, intervening opportunities. Although

new to the urban tTansportation field when proposed by Schneider, this

variable had been used earlier for population nigration and intercity

travel studies (stouffer, 1940). The model has been used. successfully

in several urbarì transportation studies in recent years.

5.2 ModeL Theory

The hypotheses and ¡nathernatics underlying the intervening oppor-

tunities nodel are given briefly as a prelude to the discussion of inter-
pretations of the lnodel and its parameters. The intervening opportunities

model of trip dístribution (which the existing problem of residential

Location distribution resembl.es in nature) is based on the following

hypotheses (Ruiter, I967) :

1. Total travel time (or distance) from a point is rninirnized,

subj ect to the condition that every destination point has

a stated probability of being accepted if it ís considered.

2. The probability of a destination being accepted, if it is
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considered, is a constant, independent of the order in

which destinations are considered.

It can be shown that the above hypotheses lead to the following

nathenatícal foflnulations, in tenns of lirnitingly snall quantitíes

(Fisk, 1974):

dP = L [1-P (D] I dD (s. i)

where

dP = the probability that a trip will terminate when con-

sidering dD possible destinations,

P(D) = the probability rhat a trip wilt tenninate by the

tine D possible destinations are considered,

¡ = possible destinations already considered, or sub_

tended volune of destinations, and

L = the constarit probability of a possible destination

being accepted if it is considered.

Assuning L to be constant, the solution of Eq. 5.1 gives:

P(D) = r - exp(-LD) (s.2)

Thus the probability, P., that a tTip will terminate in opportunity band

j (or volurne of destination that falls into jth tlcavel tine or distance

ranking) , for a given origin zone, is:

oj = p(Dj) _ p(Dj_t)

= exp(-LD¡_1) - exp (-LD, )

where

oj_, = trip destinations considered before reaching oppor-

tunities band j,
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Oj = Oj_, + tTip destinations in opportunities band j.

The expected nurnber of tÏip interchanges, T., between opportunity band

j and the origin zone equals the nurnber of trip origins at the origin

zone nultiplied by the probability of a trip teflninating ín j, i.e.,
T. = 0xP.J)

tj = 0 x [exp(-LD¡-r) - exp(-LDr)ì (s .3)

at the original zone

where

0 = the total nu¡nber of trip origins

under consideration.
i,

Interpretation of the L-Value

Eq. 5.2 can be changed to a linear forn by rearranging and taking

logarithn of both sides. This procedure results in the following:

-LD = tn[1-p(D) ] (s .4)

0bserved values of D and Ln(1-P(D)] for a given origin zone, when plotted

on a senilog graph paper, will theoretically result in a straight line.
Then the parameter L can be viewed sirnply as the slope of the stÎaight
line which best fits this set of enpirical D and Ln[l-p(D)] dara.

Mathematically, the L-value can be expressed as:

(s.s)

P(D) ís always smaller than unity so that L ís always positive and has

units of l/opportunities . Experience in past studies indicates that L is
ahrays very small, usually of the order of t0-5, and always rnuch snaller

than one.



The above char.acteristics support the interpretation of the L_

value as a nodífied probability quantity. Just as for other probabít ity
quantities, L lies between zero and one. unrike nore connon probabili-

ties, L is not unitless. It can be thought of as the probability, pel

individual opportunity or trip end, of destination acceptance (Ruiter,

1967).

Calibration of the Model

Calibration of the intervening opportrmities nodel involves deter_

nination of the L-value such that its use in Eq. 5.3 generates a trip
interchange pattern sinilar to the actual inteïchange obtained fron the

survey. A number of calibration procedures have been utilized by re_

searchers (Catanese, 197 4) ín the past, depending on the nature of the

trip distribution problem. out of these exísting procedures, the single_

L-value method is appropriate to the existing problen.

The single-L-value calibration nethod involves the use of sorne

initial value of parameter L and then adjustnent through an iterative
prrocess to bring the estinated tríp exchange frequency as close as poss_

ible to the survey data. More specifically, in the first step, an

initial estinate of L is used to calculate the estinates of trip inter_

changes which are then compared with the actual int erchanges. In the

second step the value of L is changed by a certain inc"enent and the de_

pendent variable is re-estinated, and cornpared. with the actual trip ínter-
change again. This latter step is repeated lmtil a nost satisfactoïy

value of L is found hrhich results in as close an agreernent as possible

between the predicted and the observed aesults.
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To ensure that all the trips available at the origin zone are

distributed among the destination zones, the sun¡nation of the probab-

ility of all opportmities bands within the area should be unity, hence:

XP. = 1
)

The fornula for the intervening oppoïtunities modeL (Eq, 5.J) lacks a

built-in process to ensure that al1 the trips will be distributed

(Pyers, L965). For a given set of trip destinations in a study area,

any palticular L-value used in the fornula will deternine the nunber of
trips sent fron any zone or origin. The percentage of trips that will
actually be sent from a particular zone with a given L and nunber of

trip destinations can be calculated by solving Eq. 5.5. By suuning both

sides for all opportunities bands or destinåtion zones j, we have:

ttj = o x xlexp(_rDj_1) _ exp(_LDr)J

Dividing the above equation by O gives

(s .6)

Zr jlo = xlexp(-LD._r) - exr(-LDr)l (s.7)

The quantity on the left of this equat ion is the ratio of the tríps
actually distributed fron the origin zone and those available to be sent.

The quantity on the right side nay be expanded as follows:

X[exp(-LD,_1) - exp(-tDr)J = [exp(-LDo) - exp(-LDr)l

+ [exp(-LDr) - exp(-LDr)J + [exp(-LD.) - exp(-LDr)] + ,..

+ [exp(-LÐn_l) - exp(-LDr)l = t-exp(-LDn)

where
n

D, = .[,n-, ttre tota]. study area d.estinations which are known.
J= I "
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Thus Eq. 5.7 may be written as:

ZTj/o = 1-exp (LXD, ) (s.8)

It appears that by setting t(T./o) or fraction of tríps sent at

0.95 or any desired leveJ., the required L can be calculated using the

above equation. However, an t-value so calculateil to assulre sending

the correct number of trips nay not províde â. satisfactory trip distri-
bution. To ove?come this problen, the U.S. Bureau of public Roads

suggests that an L-value should be sought which would give a satisfactory

tTip-length distribution after each of the probability tems, i.e.,
[exp(-LD*_.,) - exp(-LDr)] in Eq. 5.5, is adjusted so that the surrunation

J-L J

of the probability tentrs becornes unity (pyers, 1965). The adjustrnent in

the. probability teïns can be carried out by díviding each tenn by

[r-exp(-txD¡)1, resu1ting in the folLowing rnodified inte"vening opport-

rmities nodel:

tj = 0x [exp(-LD¡_r) - exp(-LDr)ì/A¡

Af = adjustnent factoï

= r-exp (- LxDj )

(s. e)

where

The Golding-Davidson Extension to the Model

Golding and Davidson (1970) have provided an interesting exten-

sion of Schneider I s intervening opportuities node1. The nain purpose

of theiÎ extension was to overcone the shortconings of the Schneider

nodel, to be discussed later in this chapter, associated hrith the assunp_

t.ion of a constant L nagnitude. The Golding and David.son nodel is
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based on the hypothesis that the desirability of a destination declines

uniforrnly with increase in the opportunities considered. The nodel is
expressed as:

(s. 1o)

where

D = total area destinations
m

d = calibration paraneter

This nodel can al"so be calibrated using the iteration approach as de-

scribed earlier for the Schneider Model .

5.5 Applicatíon of the Existing IOM* to FGIP

This section describes the inadequacy of the I0M, in its existing

state of art, for the model ling of residential location distribution of

FGIP workers in Winnípeg. Examples frorn several other studies (Bell,

1970; Ruiter, 1967) a]re cited to exhibit the linitation of the nodel for

distnibuting spatial activities in urban areas. A conparison of the

Schneider nodel aná the Golding and Davidson nodel is also rnade in terrns

of their practical ability for prediction purposes.

Application to the Schneidet Model.

In the context of determination of residential location distrÍbu-

tiion of workers of any socioeconornic group around their place of enploy-

nent the variabi.es of the intervening opportunities nodel (Eq. 5.9) can

D_D..d D_D.d
r. = ox [ (-iL--J:r) - (-lq_lD ) ]J'mm

ïntervening Opportunities ModeL



_9 0_

be redefined as foLlows:

tj = nurnber of workers who reside in housing opportunities

band j,

O = total nurnber of workers who seek resid.ences in the urban

area under study,

oj_, = housing oppoÌtmities considered. before reaching oppor-

tmities band j,

D. = D- -+ housing opportunities avail"able in band j,J J-L

L = the constant probability of a possible housing location

. being accepted if it is considered.

As nentioned earlier, an iterative procedure of the single L_

value caLibration was ernployed in this investigation to deveLop the

nodel for various groups of workers at the FGrp. The argorithn on this
procedure began with the detemination of ari initial value of parametrer

L to prcovide a basis for the iteration process. This was done by arbi_

trarily setting X (T.i,/O) = 0.9, and substituting the total number ofJ

housing opportmities in Eq. 5,8. In the case of the lov, incone group

of workers, for exanple, an initial vaLue of L h¡as obtained as folLows:

0.90 = 1-exp (-LX109,945J

(XD. = 109,945 fron the data)

-LX109,945 = Ln (.10)

2 .30258" - ro-0;þ45

L:2x10-5
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The use of this initial value of t in the intervening opportrmi_

ties model (Eq, 5,9) provided estimates of residential locations, which

were then cornpared with the actual values fron the survey. The principal

measure used as the c:riterion for the predictive ability of the nodel

was the relative deviation S, defíned as:

s = xlr.-î-12j'l J'
(s . 11)

where

T, = predicted nunb er of residential locations in opportrmity
J

band j,

,j = actu¿l nunber of residential locations in opportunity

band j.

The next step of the algorithn was to change the value by adding

(or subtracting) a constant value of 1 x l0-5, re-estinate the dependent

variable, arid calculate a new value of S. This step was ïepeated. until
S failed to decrease. Ihe rnagnitude of L corresponding to the loÌrest S-

value was considered the best.fittíng nodel paraneter.

The above procedure was used to detemine the best fitting values

of constant probabiJ.ity parameter L of the rnodel (Eq. .5.9) for various

incone groups of workers. These are 2 x 10-5 for the low, 4 x 10-5 for
the nediun, and" 2 x 10-5 for the high incone group of workers. Since the

nagnitude of L for a group is dependent on the number of destinations

available for that group in the region (Eq. 5.5), the best fitting L-

values camot be used as such to conclude a"ny pattem of vari¿tion in the

behaviour of different income groups relating to their residential loca-

tion distribution. This aspect of behavioural difference in the choice

of residential Location is discussed at a later stage in the chapter.
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Because there is no guarantee that the IoM using the best fitting
L-value would necessarily provide adequate simulation results, mod.e1

evaluation was carried out by conparing the predicted and. surveyed resi-
dential location frequency distribution for each group. It was noticed.

frorn the cornparisons that the nodel with a single value of parameter L

could not accurately reproduce actual residential location distTibution.

Fig. 5.1 ernphasizes the inadequacy of prediction for the 1ow incone group

with the use of a single vaLue of L in the IoM. since spatiâL separation

for the IOM is neasured in tems of the nunber of intervening opportlmi_

ties or destinations, the actuar and predicted nurnber of workers seeking

residences are plotted as a function of opportmity bands. For conven_

ience in following the distríbution pattefits, the entire study area is
divided into 10 opportmity bands. Band L includes all the possible

destinations which fall into the 0-10 percent range of curnulative (by

travel time sequenceJ housing opportrmities fron the enployment centre.

Sinílarly, bands 2, 3,4, ... 1"0 include destinations into II-20, 2l_50,

3L-40, ,.. 91-100 percent ranges of cunulative opportrmities.

It can be seen frorn the Fig. S.l that the actual and predicted

residential distributions a"e not in close agreenent throughout the

region when only a single val"ue of L is used in the nodel. For example,

the use of L = 2 x 10-5 (the best fitting value for the lovr incorne group)

results in rmderprediction for band 1 and overprediction for band 2 and

3, follohred by moderate predictions for sone bands and underpred ictions

for the renaining bands, It is also evident fro¡n the figure that as the

value of L is increased, more residential locations are assigned to the

destinations close to the enploynent centre.
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The aboye examination of Fig. 5.1 indicates the presence of a

systenatic error in prediction with a single value of the probabiLity

parafleter of the IoM. The natu"e of such an error is further clarified
fron Fig. 5.2, in which error factoïs for the different opportrmity

bands are plotted for different values of the pataneter L. The error

factor in the figure is defined as the ratio of the actual. and the pre-

dicted nunber of workers h¡ho seek residence in a païticurâT opportunity

band. It is obvious that the errors in prediction a"e not ra¡don but

are related to the opportuity bands or the intervening housing opportm-

ities. Sirnilar error pattems were obseryed for the rnediu¡n and the high

incorne groups of workers when a single value of L was used for the

analysis,

The inadequacy of the IoM using a constant probability paraneter

L can be nore clearly rmderstood by plotting the percentage of total re_

sidential locations which are sought at or beyond a specified destination

(plotted on a logarithrnic scale) against the pelccentage of all housing

opportunities in the intervening space up to that destination. As stated

earlier, such ¿ senilog relationship should be of linear forn if the

intervening opportrmities rel"ationship is to prove valid for the data of

any study. Fig. 5.3 shora¡s the distribution of tesidential location of

the va"ious groups of workers and the intervening residential opportmities

about the FGIP in Winnipeg. It can be observed fron the figure that the

distribution of workers I residences cannot be very well explained by the
i straight line, senilogarithnic ruler for any of the incorne groups.

Several other studies of the IOM also observed the nonlinear

nature of the senilog relationship between the renaining percentåge of
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tÏips vs. the percentage of interyening opportunities. The work of

Ruiter (1967) and Bell (1970) rnay be taken as evídence of this fact,

Ruiter cites the exanple of CATS zone 487 to demonstrate the nature of

the senilog relationship for total tTips. It is cleat frorn Fig. 5.4

that a straight line (single L-value) would be a poor fit to the rela-

tionship, Fig. 5.4 also includes a pl.ot of the relationship for the

distribution of trips fron a sanple enployment area of Bell's study.

Again, the relationship is of a nonlinear nature which cannot be approx-

inateå by a straight line.

Application to the Golding and Davidson Model.

The Golding and Davidson nodel was calibrated using an iteration

approach sinilar to that used for Sch¡eiderts model. The value of para-

meterc d in the nodel (Eq. 5.10) w¿s varied in order to obtain a predicted

residential location pattem as cl.ose as possible to the actuaL pattem.

The best fitting value of d was chosen bn the basis of nininurn deviation

S as given in Eq. 5.!.1. I4ihen the nod.el evaluation was carried out by

plotting tire predicted and the actual" residential. locatioïr distribution,

the Golding and Davidson ¡nodel w¿s formd inappropriate foï all the incone

groups of workers at the FGIP. Fig, 5.5 clarifies the inad.equacy of pre-

diction for the 1ow incone group. The figure uses several values of

calibratíon paraneter d, including its best fitting value of 1.5, to shor4'

the nature of error in prediction. The nodeL with d = L.5 tesults in a

very large rmderprediction for opportunity band l, and mostly overpredic-

tions for renaining bands. It is evident fron the figure that, as d

increases, nore residenti¿1" locations are assigned to the destinations
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close to the ernployrnent centre. The value of ð. = 4 is required in order

to bring predicted results close to the actual" results in case of band

1. But such a value of d results in lar.ge discrepancies for the re_

naining bands.

Ihe inadequacy of the modej. of Golding and Davidson can also be

denonstrated for the exatnpl es of CATS zone 4g7, Randwick Area, and. even

for their own study sarnple of lpswich City, Fig. 5.6 shows a conparison

of the obseryed probability distribution for CATS zone 487, and Randwick

Area (Fig. 5.4) with the theoreticaL probability distribution as provided

by the nodel. The modeL distribution of probability is defined in the

figure as:

D-Dd
f(D) = 1-r'g-l

n

f(Dl = 1- (1-x)d

where

f(D) = the probability that a suitable destination has been

found by the time D opportrmities are considered,

D_ = total area destinations,n

D = number of oppott¡rnities considered,

X = D/D , the fractíon of opportunities already considered,'n-
d = model parrameter,

It is apparent fron the pattern of probability dist"ibution curyes

in the figure (each curve corresponding to a particular v¿Lue of paraneter

d) that the model cannot produce Ìesul"ts sinilar to the observed ¡esults

for CATS zone 487 and the Randwick Area. The inadequacy of the Golding

and Davidson nodel foÌ their own study sample of lpswich City is shov¡n

(s. 12)
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in a later part fFig. 5.14J of this chapter. It is worthwhile to ¡nake

the follohring points in context of the r¡ode1 failure:
(1) In the derivation of theiÌ model, Golding and. David.son

asstntre that the desirabj.lity of residential location (or any other

activíty allocation) declines uniforrnly with increase in the opportuni_

ties considered, While such an assunption rnay hold true for a very

linited nunber of cases in urban activities allocation, it will be dif_
ficult to justify that it is general in nature. The authorrs study of
the FGrP' CNRY, and rrp (which is included in a later part of this chap-

ter), the work of Ruiter (1967) and BeLl (Lg7O), and. all those studies in
whích the IOM with a constant L-value was formd appropriate may be cited
as exarnples to shor^¡ its lack of general applicability.

(2) It may appear that the Golding and. David.son ¡nodel has

sinuLation capability better than the schneider nodel with a constant L-

pãrameter since the fol]ner utilizes a variabl.e probability concept in
the intervening opportuities model . Because of the fact that both

nodels invol"ve only one parameter in their probabilíty fimctions they

should have approxinately the. sane predictive ability. The probability
frmctions of these rnodeLs are: u-LD fo" the Schneider nod.el, and

[(Dm-D),/Dn]d for the Golding and. Davidson nodel.

The failure of the existing roM to adequater.y simulate the residen-

tial or trip distribution justifies a further investigation of the subject.

The foll"owing section describes the developnent of the IOM ra¡ith a new pro_

bability fmction which is believed to be a definite improvement over the

existing nodels.
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5.4 Developnent of the IOM with a New probability Function

The new IOM, as proposed below,is an extension of the Schneider

nodel. Instead of the constant L-value, the proposed model utilizes a

variable L-value (say LU), whích is a ftmction of the nunber of destina-

tions which have already been considered. The idea of using a variable

probability originated from the residential or trip distribution curves

of Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4. Each of these distribution curves genetated

discernable L-value curves when the t-values, as calculated by using Eq.

5.5 corresponding to a p¿rticular point on the distribution curve, were

plotted against the intervening opportunities or destinations. These

discernable patterns of L-value curves clearly indicated the pos5ibility

of finding a relatíonship between the probability parameter L and the

ntnrtber of destinations already considered. Incorporating the use of

varíable probability paraneter, Ld in the Schneider model, r,ire get the

following dístribution nodel. :

tj = ox [exp(-LaD¡_1) - exp(-LuDr)l/{r-exp(-r.xd¡)i (s.13)

where LU is a function of D, the number of destinations which have al-

ready been considered. The other terns of this equation have been defined

previously.

Calibration of the New Model

The calibratíon of the new model largely consists of curve fitting
using data sinilar to those in Fig. 5.3 and 5.4, and deternining nethods

of predicting the parameter needed to relate the variable Ld value to D,

the nunber of destinations which have already been consid.ered.
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The least squares procedure of curve fitting which hras utilized
in this study can be explained in the fol lowing manner:

First data points Ld and D for fitting an appropriate curve welfe

obtained fron Fig. 5.3 using Eq. 5.5. It may be noted that the distribu_

tion curves of Fig. 5.3 (and 5.4) are the plots of renaining percentage

of destinations to be sought or 100[1-p(D)], vs. percentage of inter_
vening opportrmities considered or 100(D/Dr). Corresponding to ¿ part_

icular point on the plot of the figure, the value of LU was deternined

as follows:

-LnIr-P(D)]-D

Secondly, these data points were plotted on a graph paper to identify the

type of equation that would fit this data. It appeared fron such a plot
that a relationship of the forlor^¡ing form (known as Hoerlrs special f'nc-
tion) Ìvould fit the data (for aLl groups of workers),

Ld = tDb 
""D

(s.14)

The next step was to find constants a, b, and c in the above relationship,
This was accomplished by using the least squares technique after Eq. s.14

was changed to a linear form by taking the logarithn of both sides as:

LnLd = Lna+bLnD+cD

For the dífferent groups of workers, the Least squares technique resulted

in the following LU nodels:



(i) Low Income Group

Ld = 0.s827 x 10-5 x-0'67r7e1.7277x (5.15)

[coefficient of deternination, R2 = .9222]

(ii) Medium Incone Group

Ld = 1.5520 x 10-5 x-0.4582er.67s6x, (5.i6)
(R2 =.9401)

(iiil High Income Group

Ld = 2.9578 x 1o-5e1'l'556x (5.17)

(R2 = .9149)

where X is a fraction of the opportrmities already considered for a suit_

able destination, i.e. X = D/tota1 oppottunities in the 
"egion,

5,5 Behaviourat Interpretation of the New Model

The R2 values for Eq. 5,15; 5.16 and .5.17 ind.icate that the form

of Eq. 5.14 provides a good fit for the variable probability paraneter

Ld and X, in all incone groups of this study. Also, it is worth noting

that the st'ucture of this nodel appears to express an understand.abLe

relationship between the variables invorved. Let us consideï the con-

ponents Xb a¡d ecX in the expression to nake a behavioural interpretation
of the model. Since b is less than or equal to zero in any of the above

nodels (Eq, 5,15, 5.16, or 5.17) the conponent Xb tends to decrease the

value of Ld as X increases. The ecX conponent tend.s to incre¿se Ld with
an increase in X because of the positive magnitude of the constant c in
all the cases. It is clear fron the curves of Fig. 5.S, and Fig. 5.4

that a decrease in Ld-value has a lessening effect on the rate of accep_

ting a destínation hrhen it is considered. The conponent xb nay therefore



be considered as a factor which dininishes the rate of accepting a des-

tination as X increases. On the other hand, ecx nay be interpreted as

a factor which increases the rate of accepting a destination. The

structure of the variable probabirity paraneter nodel resulting fron the
h-cXnultiplication of X" and e-" conponents can be viewed then as a relation_

ship describing the behaviour of people in terns of two independent ob-

jectives that they are trying to satisfy sinultaneously. One objective

is concerned with a desire for the proximity of a destination, nainly in
order to keep their transportation costs in line r^rith their incone. The

other obj ective nay be concerned with an abhorrence of proxinity. With_

ou.t regard to the level of incorne, or even the type of ernployment (as

ill.ustrated from other studies), certain people seeningly choose to live
a long hray away lrom the place of work. This nay perhaps be related. to

childhood training, experience and cultivated life style, and other psy_

chological variables deterrnining the taste of the individual, The values

of constants a, b, and c in the probabil"ity rnodel will depend upon trip
makers of a specific type and for a specific purpose, and nay vary frorn

one type of origin zone location to the other type of location in any

urban region.

A conparison of the nodels of Ld-parameter for various income

groups is made in Fig. 5.7. The plots of cunulative probability of res-

idential location distribution in the figure utilizes Eq. 5.15, 5.16, and

5.17 corresponding to the low, nediun, and high incone groups, respect_

ively. It is clear for the conrnunity under investigation that the

r,yorkers of the low incorne group live closer to their places of employnent

as compared to the workers of the high incone group. This fact is also
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corroborated in the application of the nodel for CNRy and IIp data which

is discussed later in the chapter. The 1ow incorne group may choose to

live closer to the place of enployrnent depending upon neighbourhood

affiliation, land use infrastructure, type of housing, or merely because

the part of the incone spent on connuting seens disproportionately large.

The nediun income group vrould appear co¡nparatively less susceptible to

the influence of the cost of transportation in choosing a residential

location; the high incone group perhaps nay be considered conpletely un-

affected in this respect.

Fig. 5.8 and 5.9 are included to show the adequacy of the IOM pre_

diction results using the variable Ld-value for various incone groups of
workers of FGI P.

5.6 Testing of rhe Model

As was done for the conpeting opportunitíes nodel, the intervening

opportunities nodel as devel0ped using the data from FGrp was also tested

for other enp loynent centlres located in the City of Winnipeg. Fig. 5.10

exhibits a comparison of the actual residential distribution of CNRY

workens with the predicted results enploying the IOM developed using

specifíc data frorn FGIP. It is obvious that the nodel does not provide

a very close agreenent with the surveyed residential distribution for
rdorkers of CNRY. specifically, the observed nunber of residential loca-

tions ín the first opportunities band is considerably g"eater than can

be predicted by the rnodel for any of the incone groups. For nost other

bands, as a result, the observed nunber is lovrer than the predicted

number of residences. such a discrepancy between the actual and the nodel
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distribution can perhaps be attributed to the location of CNRY enploy-

nent centre in the City of Winnipeg. There is an apparent discontinuity

in the residential developÍlent betra¡een Transcona comnunity (where the

CNRY is located) and other nearby connunities such as East Kildonan, and

St, Boniface, This discontinuity of residential developnent probably

forces sone additional workers to choosé their residences in Transcona

because othervrise they h¡ould have to choose frorn other corununities v/hich

nignt be located too far for their consideration.

. In testing of the CoM for IIp it was noticed that the residential

location distribution nodels developed for low and nediun incone groups

of workers at FGIP r^rere also for-rnd adequate for labour and clerical
groups of workers*, respectivel.y at IIp. Therefore the low group IOM

h¡as tested for Labour and the nediurn group..IOM was tested for clerical
workers of IIP.. However, a correction in the IOM developed for FGIp, was

required before testing for IIP data collected by Sacconanno (1972). Fron

Eq. 5.5 it is clearc that nagnitude of the probability pararneter is inver-

sely proportional to the availabl.e opportunities in a zone and since the

housing opportunities for low and mediun incorne groups are classified in
a different nanner than Saccomanno's cLassification (Chapter III), the

Ld-val.ues for the two cLassification can be brought into relation as

follows:

D,'
La, = o, *Ld, (s .18)

where

The nanagerial group of workers
its sârnple of 52 was considered

is not included in the testing
too snall to shor{ any pattern.

sLnce
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Ldr,Ld, = paraneter values for classification 1 and 2, respectively

Dr,D, = number of classified opportunities accord.ing to classifi_
cation I and 2, respectively.

Enploying the above reÌationship and Eq. 5,15 and 5.16 (corresponding to
1ow and nedi'rn groups, respectively) residenti¿l locations of labour and

clerical groups were predicted and conpared with the observed locations
as shown in Fig. 5.11. The predicted values appear to be fairly close

to the actual values with the exception of fairly large overprediction
in the first opportunities band for labour group. The disagreement nay

be due to the dífferent n¿ture of sacconarmo r s classification, the r.oca-

tion of rrP in the study region, or other variabres not included in the
nodel. A further interpïetation of the disagreenent between the actual
and the predicted distribution for cNRy and rrp is included in chapter
VII.

It nay be appropriate at this stage to conpalre the senilogarith_
nic residential distribution of cNRy anal rrp workers h¡ith FGrp distribu_
tion as shown in Fig. 5.3. It is noticable from Fig. 5.12 that a higher
percentage of cNRy workers than FGIp workers lives in residential aleas

nearest to the enploynent centre. 0n the other hand, Fig. 5.13 shows

that a l ohrer percentage of rrp rabour workers than FGrp low-incone

workers live in the ïesidential areas nearest to the centre. It rnay be

said that workers at curves for CNRY and IIp are otherúrise, in general,
quite conparab le to that of FGIp.

It is hrotthh¡hi 1e now to coÍment briefly on the general applicabi_
lity of the nodel proposed in this chapter. The IOM hrith variable
probability paraneteÎ can also adequately sinulate,the trip naking be_
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havíour as observed in the cases of CATS zone 487, and Randwick Area,

The use of a total nlunber of destination opportunities in the area,

D, = t00,000 resulted in the following LU nodels for these two cases:

(i) CATS zone 487

Ld = 6.07 x 10-6 x-2'0456e3'5603x (5.r9)

(R2 = .9943)

(ií) Randwick Area

Ld = 5.344 x t0-9 X-7.540IeL3.0234x (5.20

(R2 = .9979)

The R2-values for Eq. 5.19 and 5.20 indicate that the form of probability

parameter Ld, as suggested in this study, can explain very well the var-

iation in the probability parareter as a function of the fraction (or

nunber) of opportunities considered before reaching a destination for the

two examples. The predictive ability of the new nodel and its superiority

over the existing nodels is further exenpl.ified in Fig. 5.14. It is

obvious fron the figure that, when applied to the Ipswich City data of

Golding and Davidson, the nera' rnodel produces nuch better results than the

Schneider model and the Golding and Davidson nodel.

The validity of the new rnodel can be further highlighted by con-

sidering yet another example. Fig. 5.15 is a conparison of actual and

predicted distribution of work ttips using the Schneider nodel for
Washington, D,C. The comparison which was performed by pyers (1965)

shows that the use of a constant value of L (2.S5 x fO-61 does not pro-

vide a close agreenent bethreen the actual and the predicted distribution.

However, it is apparent fron the figure that a systematic error exists
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between the distributions, The nature of such an enror is clarified in
Fig. 5.16, in which error factor (actual percentage/predicted pe"centage)

is plotted as a function of travel tùne. The shape of this plot is
generally si¡nilar to the error plots in Fig. 5.2 for the sarnple of the

present study and suggests that the IoM with a v¿ríable probability
pârarneter, as íntroduced in this study, would provide betteï agteenent

in Pyersts case, as well.
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CIIAPTER VI

GRAVI TY MODEL OF RESIDENTIAL LOCATION DISTRIBUTION

6.1 Introduction

The earliest use of the theory of gravity in the field of trans_

portation planning was an application to studies of intercity travel
(Astrorn, 1953) . Martin, Menrnort, and Bone (1961), olsson (1965), and

snith (1971) revie¡red the uses of the gravity noder ín urban trânsporta-

tion studies, migration research, and comnodity fr.ow studies respectivery.

Further work on the model by nany researchers has appeared in the liter-
ature frequently in tecent years. Considering the variety of viewpoints

and the nunerous studies undertaken, any attenpt at reviewing the liter-
ature covering the tTansportation-related use of the gravity nodel would

constitute a najor study in itself, The present author will include,

the"efore, only those findings on the gravity nodel which are pertinent

to the analysis and developnent of the gravity nodel of residential

location distTibution.

6.2

In the initial portion of this section the general for¡n of the

gravity rnodel ís derived fron the theory of probability. The d.erivatíon

is a conbination of the nethods introduced to the t'arspontation field
by Cohen (1959), Wilson (1967) and Zaryormi (1974). Here, other than

conceptuaL clarification of the nodel in the context of the present prob_

len, no claim of originality is nade for this derivation. Next, using

some hypotheses on the concept of narginal perceived travel cost, dif-
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ferent fonns of the distlibution function of the gravity rnodel are

derived.

Let us consider an enplo)¡nent centre A which provides jobs to
individuaLs who seek suitabre housing opportunities in the entire urban

area cornprised of nurnerous residential districts. Neither the woÌkers

nor the opportmities ín the residential distrícts are honogeneous;

therefore, a given individual prefers a given opportlmity over the other

opportunities available to hin. while searching for a suitable housing

location in a residential district, the individual is concerned about

such considerations as the quality of housing, tr¿nspottation cost be_

tween the loc¿tion of housing and the empLoynent centre, and availabir-
ity of other neighbourhood services, such as shops, churches, schools,

parks, and sinilar local foci of activity in the district. Let p, be a

preference function which is proportional to the probab ility that a

worker (enployed at A) of a particular socioeconòmic group would choose

a suitabLe housing opportmity in residentiar district i if the cost of
reachíng all opportunities were the sane and. there were no linitation on

the number of available opportunities for all the districts in the urban

systen. In other words, p, is a certain intrinsic preference that a

worker gives to locate his household in a given residential district.
Of course, this preference wíll be a function of other neighbourhood

services as nentioned earlier,

The probability that an índividual worker seeks a residence in
district i is by defínition proportional to p., if transportation wete

not costly and thelre wetle no restrictions on the nunb er of available

housíng opportrmities for each distïict. In the real wor1d, however, the
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resources used in transportation and the nrnnber of available opportuni_

ties are linited. Therefore, the probability of choosing a residence in
district i (while ernployed at a païticular job place) is not sinply pi.
The problen then is to find the best estinator for T the residential
locations sought in district i, given the probabiLity pi, the trcanspor_

tation cost and the available opportunity constraints. The following
notations are used in the analysis:

Ti = nurnb er of workers of a socioecononic group who reside in
district i when enployed at A,

O = total nunber of workers seeking residences in the urban

a]rea,

di = nurnber of suitable housing opportmities for the group

available in district i,
. Ci = perceived cost of travelling bethreen district i and the

enploynent centre A,

C = total resources (cost) spent in transportation within the

, systen.

The linitation of resources means:

c = Ìcr T.
1

(6. la)

and the reètriction on available opportunities neans:

0 = X T.
tr

(6.lbl

The development of the residential distribution nodel requires the

best estimator for Ti, given the probâbility p1, the availability of the

housing opportunities d and the constTaints of Eq, 6.la and Eq. 6.1b.
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Other distribution problens of this t)?e have been handled in different

ways but conceptually with the sane objective, i.e., to minirnize bias

when some ptior infornation about the behaviour of the systen exists.

One of the ways is the rnaximization of the likelihood fimctíon of the

systen (Sasaki, 1967) as in the general probability theory.

According to the likelíhood theoren, the best estinator is the

one which rnaxinizes the likelihood of T- where the likelihood function

of T. is a joint distribution of all obselrved T.rs (Kendall, 1946). To

deternine this joint probability distribution, let us first consider a

specific arrangenent of workers on household sites. The probability

that a given worker lives ín the ith district is proportíonal to the

number of suitable sites in that district tines the preference factoï

P1. In that case, the pTobability of the specific arrangernent of all
the !,rorkers over their household sites is sfunply the product of the

probability of finding each worker in the district in which he lives

Il
l

T.
(di pj) a

However, we are not interested in the probability that a specific group

of T. workers is in the ith district but only in the probability that any

T. workers are in the ith district. Hence, to get the required joint
probabilíty distribution, sày Z, we must nultiply Eq. 6.2 by the nunber

of ways in which one c¿n partition 0 objects into groups containing T.

objects each, which is

(6.2)

0!r-Tl
i1

(6. 3)



Multipl.ication of Eq. 6.2 and Eq. 6.3 gives the desired result for Z,

(6.4)

The rDethod of.Lagrangian rnultipliers can nov, be used to obt¿in the set

of T-rs for which Z, or equ.ivalently Ln Z, is a rnaxirmln, The problen is
to maximize the Lagrangian 0 (here ó = Ln Z) subject to the constÎ¿ints

of Eq. 6.la and Eq. 6.lb:

ó = tn 0!-X rn Ti! + X Ti rn(di pi)

(6. s)
+ ßr(C_XTi Cr) + u(O_X Tr)

where ß, and p are Lagrangian nultipliers.
By taking the first derivatives virith respect to T. ard equating then to
zero, we obtain

.iO

ãTf = - Ln T- + Ln (d, p1) - ß, ci - u = 0 (6.6)'t-

The derivative of tn T. I is obtained by using StirLingrs approxination

(Wilson, 1967J to estinate the factorial terms:

Ln T. I = T. Ln T. _ T.a1li

(6.7)
â Ln T.! T.

"E-]=Lnri*+-1=Lnr,L -i

Solving Eq. 6.6 gives

- o! -Tt
TTJ 

lL tdi pir

Ti = dt pi exp(-u) exp(-ßr Ci) (6.8)



The optinun value of T. obtained by Eq. 6.8 rnaximizes O, and therefore,

Z, because the second derivative of 0 with respect to T. is ah^rays

negative :

r-h r.l

It can be shown now that the residential location distribution
model given by Eq. 6.8 is the conventionaL form of the gravity node1.

Let us first consider the value of p- equal to unity for all i?s as in
the conventional gravity model (and also in the dercivation of Wilson,

1967), and therefore onit it fron Eq. 6.g. This o¡nission of p. fron the

nodel as sr.rnes that the neighbourhood seryices other than housing are un_

ifornly distributed. thÎoughout tJle region. Moreover, it can also be

assrÍned that, although the workers have particular preferences for some

districts, these differences are averaged out.

The nodel (Eq. 6.8) without using p. can be written as:

Ti = d, exp(-u) exp(-ßrCr) (6. e)

o = exp (-u) exp ( -ß 1ci)

I
F-

a

ò

ar.
a

xd.
ir-

tT.
i1

putting the above

where

êYn f-r r'ì - Ov^pr-'-r - , d-."xpT:E,Tlt
il r'

value of exp(-!) in Eq. 6.9:

Ti = A d.0 exp(-ßi ci) (6.10)

(6.11)= Iì u, exp(-ßr ci)l-r
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A may be called a normarization factor because its value is such that
the total nl¡nber of housing locations sought by the workers is equal to
the total nunber of workers at the enployment centTe.

The above analysis shoh¡s that the use of the gravity ¡nodel for
distributing residential locations of workers of a large enployment

centre h¿s a sormd base in statistical theory. This theory is effecti_
vely stating that, given the total number of housing rocations being

sought and the nunber of availabre housing opportmities for each dis-
trict for a hornogeneous group of workers, and given the cost of trans_

portation bethreen enployment centre and each zone, there is a most pro_

bable distribution of residential locations between the ernproyment centre

and the residential districts, and this distribution is the same as the

one norrnally described as the gravity model distríbution.

Mathenatical Forms of Distribution Functíon

The expression exp(-ß, C.) in Eq. 6.10 is knorr¡n as the distribu_
tion ftmctíon. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, C. in this expres_

sion is the cost of traqsportation as perceived by the seeker of the

residential location and not the cost as decided by the planning author_

ities' rt is difficult to know how a worker perceives the cost of travel
betw€en home and job because the n¿tter is subjective and conplex. It
is therefore nore appropriate to formulate the distTibution function in
terns of the actual travel cost t. (usually expressed. in terms of travel
time or travel distance), by hypothesizing about the perceived cost, C..

Let the distribution function in teÍns of actual travel cost be called
F(ti). sone of the distribution functions ¡r¡hich are utilized in this
study can be derived as follohrs (Zaryotmí, 1974)z



i) Negative Exponential Fmction

To derive distÎibution functions in terns of actual tlcavel cost,

let us assune that there exists a predoninant form of perceived cost for
a given urban systen and this predoninant perceived cost can be stated

as a fl¡nction of the actual cost. To state this nathenatically:

Ct = g(tt)

where

C, is perceived cost of travel between hone and work place,

g is the predominant functional forn for a given urban

systen,

t- is actual travel cost between home and work.a

The fo:r¡r of function g(tr) decides the forîn of distribution func_

tion. For exanple, if it is assurned that the perceived cost is propor_

tíonal to the actual travel cost t. , the exponential forn of distribution
firnction is obtained. Mathenat ical ly:

C. c[ t.1a

C. = a t.1a

(6.12)

which gives the distribution function:

F(ti) = e¡p(-ßr Cr) = exn(-aßrtr)

= exp (- ßri)

It must be noted that this negative exponential form of distribution
fmctíon will hold good on.ly when the narginal perceived cost, MC., is
constant, i.e.,
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dc.
aMc. a (frorn Eq. 6.12)1 dt.
a

The situation of constant rnarginal perceived cost nay or may not be true
for individual cases.

ii) Inverse Power Function

Intuitively, it appears that a unit of cost should be perceived

as higher when the cost of transportation is srnal l and as lower when the
cost of transportation is great. In other words, the narginal perceived

cost ís a decreasing function of actual tîavel cost. This hypothesis

can be stated nathenatically in the following fonn:

dc.
MC. = :_t=bl" dt. t.11

where b is a positive constant.

Integration of the above gives

C. = bLnt.a1

Then the distribution fimction becones:

F(ti) = exp(-ßr c.) = exp(-ßrbln tr)

= t. -d where rr¡. = R h, where o - ßrb

This is the well-knovrn inverse pohrer function of the gravity nodel.

Many other nathernatical forns of distïibution function have been

suggested and used by researchers in the past. Morrarl (1g71) presents a

brief description of such forms of functions, including their advantages

and disadvantages. None of these foflns can be considered as a univer_
sally acceptable fom. This defíciency has often been regarded as a



shortconing in the forecast of the future travel in urban areas.

A Íìore detailed discussion of the different foms of distribution
functions is onitted from this thesis not only for the sake of brevity,

but also because it has little direct bearing on the present work. How_

eve?:, it is inportant to note the work of Ashford and Covault
(1969), Morrall (7971), and Zaryouni (1974) in thís field.

6.5 Model Development and Analysis of Results

Selection of Distribution Function

The residential distribution function, F(t.), expresses the

effect that spatial separation exerts on the worker in the search of a

suitable housing site, The nain problen in developing a distríbution
¡nodel is the selection of the forn of this function. Researchers in the

past have suggested both sirnple and conplicated functions. As nentioned

earlier, no universally accepted fimction is available at pïesent to

distribute the t'ips or residential rocations successfully. Exanination

of snalr and nedium-sized cities has reveared that there is no need to
use a conplicated distribution function for such areas. zaryonni (lg7 4)

has demonstrated that the inverse power and negative exponential functions

provide practicall.y the sane goodness of fit for the gravíty nodel as any

nore complicated function does.

The ínverse power and the negative exponential" forns of distribu_
tion functions which were investigated for various socioeconornic groups

of workers may be written as:

í) Inverse power function,

F (ti) - ti (6 .13a)
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ii) Negative exponential function,

F(til = exp (- ßti) (6.15b)

where

tí = travel tine betr4¡een the enploynent centÎe and resid_

ential district i,
a and ß are model paraneters for a particulat group of workeis.

Using distribution frmction F(ri) in Eq. 6.10, the gravity rnodel

of residential location distribution for a particular group can be

written as:

0 d, F(t. )ri (6. 14)

I a. rçt=¡
í=l ' -t

where ¿Ll the variables are the sane as defined previously in this
chapter.

Calibration Procedure

The deternination of the paraneters c or p provides the calibra-
tion of the distribution nodel. The essence of calibration technique is
to find o or ß such that Ti (the nunber of residenti¿l locations sought

by a group of workers in district i) as computed by using Eq. 6.14 agrees

r{'ith the observed nu¡nber of residentiaL locations. The caribration

nethods are generally iterative processes.

In this research, ¿n iterative procedure was utilized to determine

the val.ues of the travel time (cost) parameter o of the inverse power

function using the sample for FGIP. The al.gorithn on this proced.ure be_

gan with a randorn distribution nodel with cr = 0 in the power function and

ß = 0 in the exponential function. This random nodel provided the
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initial estimates of residential locations, which were then conpared.

with the actual values fro¡n the survey. The principal neasure used. as

the criterion for the prêdictive ability of the nodel was the ïelative
deviation S, defined as:

ns = I rr.-î.1'.-. _ 1 :t' (6. 1s)

where

Ti = predicted number of resídential locations in distTict

i, and

Ti = actual number of residentiaL locations in district i.
The second step of the algo?ithn was to increase the value of a by

adding a constant of 0.10, re-estinate the dependent variable, and calcu_

late a new value of S. This latter step was repeated until S failed to
decrease. The value of o, corresponding to the lowest S value was chosen

as the nodel paraneter for the pohrer fmction. Sinil.ar steps h¡ere fol_
lor{ed to deter'nine the nodel pararneter for the exponentiar f'nction by

adding 0.01 to the value of ß.

The above procedure was used to detennine the val.ues of o and ß

for various socioeconornic groups of workers at FGIP. Fig. 6.1 dernon_

strates the nelationship of model parameter a and the deviation s for the

1ow incorne group of workers at FGIP. The figure shows that the best

fitting value of 0 equals 1.2.

Table 6.1 conpares the nagnitudes of ¡nininun deviations achieved

for different groups at FGIp with the inverse power and the negative ex_

ponential function. It may be noted fron the magnitudes of the devia_

tions that the power function yields better results as compared. to the
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exponential function for all socioecononic groups of workers of the conrn-

unity under investigation. The better perfonnance of the pÕwer function
in this investigation is quite consistent with the findings of other
studies. Tonlin (1968) compared the conventional inverse power function
for Adelaide, Australía. The power fmction produced better prediction
when he considered the whole Adelaide area including the suburban connun_

ities (similar to the present study in which the whole of the Greater

trtinnipeg area is considered). But hrhen he considered only central

Adelaide, the negative exponential forn díd better than the inverse power

form,

Figure 6.2 dernonstrates the closeness of the agreement between the

actual and the predicted residential frequency distribution using the in_

verse povrer function for various groups of workers at FGIP.

Table 6.1 Conparison of Deviation S with
Different Distribution Functions
for the case of FGIP

Incone Grorrp of
Workers

fnverse Power Function,
F(t.)=¿.-0

Exponential Power Function
F (ri) =exp (_Êri)

Low

Mediun

High

ds
1.2 1,315

0.9 829

0.s 424

ß

.L3

.08

.04

S

2,301,

947

473

Discussion of Model paraneters of Various Income Groups

Fig. 6.3 shorars the distribution functions which use the values of
o for different income groups. The concept of function F(t.) as used in
the gravity nodel. for spatial dist'ibution is considered as a basic will-
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ingness to travel for various groups of workers. The distribution func_

tion F(tt) decreases as the tr¡aver t irûe between the ïesidential location
and the enplo¡'nent centre increases, In other words, F(tr) n¿y be inter_
preted as a measure of the decrease in attTactiveness of a particular
location of residence as the travel tine to that location íncreases.

Fig. 6.4 denonstrates the effect of travel tine parameters of
various groups on the distribution of resídentíal locatíon. This figure
uses the total nunber of workers in a residential district as an attrac_
tion variable d. for all the values of cr,. The pLots of trip length dis_
tribution in the figure clearly indicate (for the conntrnity under inves_

tigation) that the workers of the low incorne group live closer to their
places of enployment (o = 1.2) as compared to the woïkets of the high
incone group (a = 0.5) ín the figure. Thís fact is also corroborated in
the application of the model for other employnent centres to be d.iscussed

in the following sec.tion of this chapter. For exanple, 5l% of the low

incone group live within 15 ninutes from thei" work place as cornpared to
o\Iy 33eo of the high incorne group. As nentioned in the previous chapter,

the 1oh' income group rnay choose to live close to the employment centre
depending on neighbourhood affiliation, land use infrastructure, type of
housing, otr nerely because the part of the incone spent on coffnuting seems

di sproport io:rately large.

6.4 Testing of the Model

Sinilarly to the competing and the intervening opportunities nodels,

the gravity type of residential location distributíon rnodel was arso tested
for CNRY and IIP.

The actual and predicted residential rocation distîibution of cNRy
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hrorkers is shown in Fig. 6.5. The prediction utili.zes a = I.2 for the

low, q, = 0.9 for the rnediurn, and cl' = 0.5 for the high income group of
workers. The closeness of observed residentiaf rocation distribution of
CNRY hrorkers to the predicted results using the nodel (that was develo_

ped by usíng data fron FGIP) suggests that this nodel can successfully

simulate the behaviour of the workers of different socioeconomic groups

in choosing residentíal location in the City of Winnipeg.

The developed ¡node1 was aLso tested using the data of Sacconanno

(1972) for IIP. It was noticed in the testing of the CoM and IOM twe
of ¡nodel's that the noder paraneters of the row and the rnediurn groups of
this study were formd appropriate for the labour and clerical groups,

respectively, of Sacco¡nanno r s classification. Expecting the sane be_

haviour fot the gravity nodel paranetots, o, = LZ for the labour group,

and o, = 0.9 for the clerical group r¡rere used to predict the resid.ential

location distribution for rrp. The croseness of the actuar antl the

predicted resul.ts in Fig. 6.6 denonstrates the ad.equacy of the nod.el for
predicting the residential location of the workers of various socioecono-

nic categories in the City of Winnipeg.
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CHAPTER VII

A FURT}IER INTERPRETATION OF TT{E MODELS

7.I Introduction

Chapters 4,5, and,6 described the d.evelopnent and testing of the

conpeting oppottunities nodel, the intervening opportunities rnodel, and

the gravity rnodel, respectiver"y, for the purpose of distributing residen-

tial locations of enployees working in large enplo)Ìnent centres in Winni_

peg. This chapter expands further on the interpretation of these rnodels

in teTms of (i) a conparative evaluation of the three nod.els, and (ii)
their use for planning purposes. Before e¡nbarking on the description of
these items, a discussion of the effect of location of the employnent

centre in the study region on the residential distribution is included.

such a discussion ra¡ill be useful to the subsequent inteïpretation of the

nodels.

7.2

on the Residential Distrcibution

The development of different types of resid.ential nodels in pre_

vious chapters used the data fron FGIp. The testing of nodels was

carried out for the sanple of CNRY and IIp. Figs. 4.12, 5.10, and 6.5

uere drawn to compare the actual and predicted residenti¿L distTibution
using the COM, the IOM, and the GM, ïespectively, for workers at CNRY

enploynent centre. The effect of the location of the enploynent centre

can be conveniently discussed by taking the exanple of cNRyrs rocation in
winnípeg and exanining the actuar and predicted patteÍis of residential



distríbution for this emplo).nent centre in the above-nentioned figures.

It is obvious from Fig. 4.I2,5,10, and 6.5 that, for all the

nodeLs, underprediction results to a varying degree for the resid.ential

districts nearer to the employment centre. For most otheï bands, there_

fore, an overprediction is caused in the distribution. As was also

mentioned in chapter 5, such a discrepancy between the actual and the

nodel dist'ibution cân perhaps be attributed to the location of cNRy

enploynent centre in Winnipeg. There is an apparent discontinuity in
resídential developnent beû^¡een Transcona connunity (where the CNRy is
located) and its nearest neighbouring corununities such as East Kildonan

and st. Boniface. This discontinuity of residential- deveropnent proba-

bly forces sone additional workers to choose their resid.ences in

Transcona because otherwise they would have to choose from other cornrnrm-

ities which night be located too far for their consideration-

This type of discrepancy in results may also be attrcibuted to the

presence of another najor employment centre in the vicinity of the em_

ployment centre under considercatíon. The CNRY does not have any najor

enplo)rynent cent"e in its surrounding districts, unlike the FGIp, which is
near the llnive"sity of l¡lanitoba. It is perhaps this absence of a rnaj or

enploynent centre near CNRy which rnakes Transcona less sought after by

the workers fron any other emplo)'ment centle, thus making it less conpe_

titive for seeking residentiaL location. Such an explanation of the

discrepancy irnplies that the ratio of the nunber of household.s and the

nunber of jobs available in a locality should affect the resid.ential

location patterî of the workers in that locality. While a low value of
this rcatio nay drive the enployees to seek household Location away frorn



this high conpetition an.ea, a high ratio nay encourage workers to seek

residences in the vicinity of the employlnent centre.

The preceding explanation may be supported by including the

exanpLe of IIP. An exanination of Fig. 5.ll (and, also of Fig. 6,6)

reveals that, in contrast to the CNRY sanple, an overprediction is
observed for residential districts nearer to the IIp. The St. James

Industrial Park and several other smal1 and med.ium_sized. emplo)anent

centres are Located close to the IIp. Due to the competition fron

workers of these nearby enployment centtes, it becomes harder for IIp
workers to find a suitable household as near their workplace as they
wouLd wish.

The location of the enployment centre lrith respect to the CBD is
another aspect hrhich nay be included at this point. several studíes in

the past have indicated that Tesidential patterns of persons enployed in
suburban workplaces are different fron those ernployed in the CBD. For

ex¿rmple, carroLl (r952J, and Berl (1970) found that residences of workers

ernployed in non-CBD workplaces are concentrated nost heavily in the

irunediate vicinity of the place of work. since ai.r the enproyment centres

of the present study, nanely, FGIP, CNRY, and IIp are located in the sub_

urbs of Winnipeg and al1 have approxinately the sane travel tirne (or

distance) from the CBD, the effect of enploynent centres location vi,ith

respect to the CBD could not be recognized for the comrnrmity rmder in_

vestigation.

7.5 A Conparative Evaluation of the Models

A great deal has been written about the cornparison of trip distri_
bution nodels in the past. The advantages and probrems associated hrith
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the use of the gravity nodel, the conpeting opportunities rnodel, and the

interyening opportuities nodel for the purpose of distributing aggre_

gated trips in urban areas are well known (Hutchinson, Ig74; Finney,

1974; Bruton, L971; Heanue and pyers, 1966). The general conclusion of
most studies on conparatíve evaluation has been that the.gravity nodel

possesses the nost desirable properties of the three tTip distribution
modeLs. In the present study these models have been used for residen_

tial locations. In this context models are used. at a finer aggregation

Level than in the past studies for trip distribution. It is intended

therefore to include a few cornments about their predictive ability with-

in the franework of the connrmity undet investigation.

It appears frori Fig. 4.10, 5.8 and 5.9, and 6.2 corresponding to

the COM, the IOM, and the cM, Tespectively, that all the three rnodels

produce approxinately siniLar prediction results û'hen the rnod.els are de-

veloped for the FGIP. Hoh¡ever, when the developed models are tested for
CNRY enployment centre, Fig. 4.I2, 5.10 and 6.5 suggest that the cM

produced the best Tesults, and the CoM produces better results than the

IOM. Before ¡naking any firn conclusion about the superiority of one

¡nodel over the other it is useful to consider the sensitivity of these

models to travel tine.

At the tine of developing the different types of residential

nodels in this study it becane apparent that the performance.of these

rnodels when used as such would be more sensitive to tïavel tirne (the

neasure of spatial separation between the employnent centre and. resid.ence)

than in their conventional use ås trip distïibution nodels. when the area-

wide trips are aggregated by travel, time for all the origin zones any
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inaccuracies in traver tfune that may exist are averaged out. However,

when the res idential -distribution pattem of a large enploynent centre

(single origin zone) is anaryzeð., a sm¿1l variation in trâvel ti¡ne value

especially between the ernploynent centre and the nearest resid.ential

district, nay significantly affect the sinulation or predictíon resurts.
Since the gl:avíty nodel makes the nost explicit use of travel tine, it
should be rnore sensitive to travel time than the other rnodels.

An exanple of CT I22, a residential district in the Transcona

corum:nity nay be quoted in support of the gravity mod.elrs sensitivity to
the travel tine. This resid.ential district is rocated very crose to the

CNRY enployment centre. While rnaking travel tine neasutements for this
project, 'CT 122 appeared to be located 2 to 4 ninutes away from the CNRy.

Such deviation in the travel tine value, which was (or rnay be) caused due

to variation in traffic conditions, can now be used to show its effect
on the nodel prediction results. Using o = !.2, in Eq. 6.15a and Eq.

6.14, for distributing residentiar rocations of the 520 cNRy-workers of
Low incorne group the following resuLts are obtained, corresponding to the

thro values of traveL tine:

Trrr= 54, when trrr=2 ninutes;

= 25 , when t-^^ = 4 rninutes;
r22

where Tr, is the predicted nunb er of low-incone workers seeking resid.en_

ces in cr r22, and t.-- is the t'avel tine between cNRy and cr r22. These' 722

predicted nurnbers compare to the observed nunber of 60 workers.

The above exanple cl"arifies that the prediction of Tesidential

location for districts nearest to the workplace nay be affected consid-

122
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erably due to slight yariation Cin the absolute sensel in the travel
tine measurement, Indeed, this exanpl e points out the linitation of
using travel tirne as a measure of spatial separatíon for the analysis of
residential locations using the gravity nodel enploying a sinple inverse
power function. This liritation can be rectified by using an objective
measuíe of separation, perhaps travel distance or sone generalized

travel cost firnction which nay require a rnore cornplex distribution func_

tion in the model . It is obvious that the conpeting oppoúrmities nod.el

and the intervening opportrmities noder wirl be nuch less sensitive to
t"avel tine. As a natter of fact, a change of travel time fron 2 to 4

ninutes will not at all change the predictive resuLts of this study.

As nentioned earlier, the gravity nodel of trip distTibution has

províded, in general, better sinulation and. p"ediction results than other
models in the past, This success of the gravity nodel has been attribu_
ted to 'rthe refined degree of adjustnent nade d.uring the calibration
phaserr of the model (Heanue and pyers, 1966J. In other rdords, it is the
degree of sophistícation, such as including socioeconomic adjustnent
factors in the parent nodel, which ís responsible for better performance

of the nodel . On the other hand, the conpeting opportrmities nodel and

the intervening opportunities nodel still remain mexploited, even though

they are based on sound theoretical backgrormd. The atteÌnpt nade in this
thesis tovrards their refinement points out that the opportunity nod.eLs nay

provide as good spatial distribution results as does the nore accepted

gravity nodel . A particulaL reference rnay be nad.e to Fig. 5.14 which

shows that, when applied to Ipswich City, the new form of the lOM [as de_

veloped in this study) provides superior results than the previous nodels
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of Schneider (1960) and Gotding and Davidson Cf970l . As a natter of
fact, the closeness of actual and predicted distribution using the new

model rnakes it certain that any other rnodel, even the grwíty nodel, is
unlikely to provide any bettet agreenent for the Golding_ Davidson sample

of Ipswich City.

7.4 Use of Models for planning purposes

The previous exposition nakes it cleat that the nodels of this
study are developed vríth a view to assessing traffic generated frorn new

land developrnents, such as industrial parks, hospitals, shopping centres

or high-rise office buildings. The nain purpose of this section is to
indicate nore specifically the manner in which residential location

nodei.s nay be used to predict the t"affic inplications of new developnent

proposals.

A procedure for analyzing the tTaffic inpacts of a new developnent

is proposed in Fig. 7.1. The sinplified flow diagrarn of the tlaffic
assessment nodel in the figure is divided into two stagesj first, model

developnent and sinulation, and second, model application and prediction.
The first phase uses the existing Land use and transportation chaïacter_

istics of a¡ urban region for the d.evel.opnent of the required nodel and

the second phase then uses the developed mod.el for future prediction.

The following comrrents would further serve to clarify the flow rliagrarn

which considers the exanple of assessing traffic generated fron a newly

proposed industrial park.

Ihe location of an enpl_o¡'nent centÎe has appeared. as ân inportant
factor in the analysis of choice of residentiaL location of its ernploy_
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ees. rt is therefore essential to consider the factor of location whire

selecting a sample, which nay contain one or preferably more employnent

centres, for the deveropnent of the residential distribution noder. rf
for exanple, a traffic engíneer is interested. in knowing what effect a

new suburban-based industrial park wourd have on the existing t'anspor-

tation network he should preferably, include those existing industrial
parks or ernplo)'nent centres in his study sample which are situated. in
suburban areas of the city.

A question which energes at the prediction stage of the applica-

tion of the nodel is concerned with the future date ãt h¡hich the traffic
inplications should be assessed. 0f course there is no singre ânswer to
such a question. A significant period of tine can be .envisaged to elapse

before the establishment or re- estab líshnent of all the finns in the

newly proposed site of industriai. park is corpleted. A shorter period.

of tine may be expected to elapse before the construction of a single
high-rise office building is conpreted. once the traffic assessnent d.ate

is decided as a nattelr of policy, the future predictions for the indepen_

dent variables ca¡ be nade by the traffic engineer.

The adoption of a traffic assessment date wíll naturally have in_

pact on other factors. For exanple, other Land use and. network changes,

as well as changes in the trip-naking or residential _choice behaviour of
the population may occur by then. It is therefore essential that these

additional factors should be accormted for at the prediction stage by

the planner.

The final step shora'n in the analysis procedure of Fig. 7.1 is a¡

assignment of the predicted distribution of residential" locations for in
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other r,irords, the work trip distribution predicted for ernpl.oyees of the

proposed industrial park) to the existing road. network between the deve_

lopnent zone and residential zones of the urban centre. This task nay

perhaps be carried out by a rnultip¿th assignnent techníque based on the

least cost principles in order to reveal the extent to which the roads

in the city will be affected by the development.

The preceding description briefly indicates a way in which the

nodels of this study may be used in land use planning with particurar

reference to the site of a. new industrial park in an urbãn area. As in-
dicated earlier, the residential ¡nodels of this study are basicarly trip
distribution models, differing nainly at the level of disaggregation.

These residential models essentially sinulate a work trip dístribution
phenornenon associated with a single enplofnent zone. Other types of
trips, such as shopping or recreational trips, nay also be simulated at
a disaggregated level . rt is arso indicated earrier that the approaches

advanced for the models, particularly the cornpeting opporttmities nodel

and the intervening opportuities model, nay be used to p"edict trip
distribution nore accurately.
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CHAPTER VII I

CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

8.1 Conclusions

The fol.lowing conclusions can be nade fron this investigation:
(1) Residential location of ernployees in relation to their work_

pJ.aces can be sinulated and predicted by using any of the approaches

advanced for the cornpeting opportlmities model, the intervening opportu_

nities rnodel, and the gravity node1. other than for the purpose of the

present investigation of large industrial" parks, the rnodels nay be used.

to predict the residential rocation distribution, reading to an assess-

nent of the traffic patterns generated by other types of land develop_

nent, such as schools, hospitals or shopping cent'es. One notable feature

of the study is that the nodels rnake use of standa1'd. census data to pïe_

dict the behavioural choice of resid.ential location as opposed to nod.els

which call for expensive and tine-consuning data collection proced.ures,

such as origin-dest ination surveys.

(2) Socioeconornic factors, such as incone and occupational status

appear to affect significantry the patterî of residentiar distribution of
workers in relation to their workplaces. The parameters of the nodels

developed for this study indicate for the conuunity .-d.er investigation

that, on the average, workers of the low incone group live close to their
places of employnent as cornpared to the workers of the high incone group.

The low incorne group may choose to live closet to the place of enploynent

depending upon neighbourhood affiliation, land use ínfrastructure, type

of housing, or nerely because the part of their incone spent on comnuting
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seems disproportionately large. The nediurn incone group woulal appear

comparatively less susceptible to the influence of the cost of transpor-

tation in choosing a residential locâtion; the high incone group perhaps

nay be considered conpletely unaffected in this respect.

(31 The conpeting opportrmities modeL calibration proced.ure (as

developed in previous studies), which consists of (a) selection of a

suitable uniforn width of tine bands for the study area and [b) deter_

nination of the width of first tine band to achieve the best possibre

Tesults,.may not adequately sirnulate trip naking or the behavioural choice

of residential location in urban areas. A new calibration procedure, as

introduced in this study, cari considerably enhance the predictive ability
of the conpeting opportunities rnodel , The new proced.ure includes an

additional step for inproving the accuracy of prediction of the dependent

va"iable for the study zones within the first time band. In this step,

the total nurnber of residential locations (or trips) predicted for the

first tine band are redistributed anong the residentiar" districts (oT

destination zones) within the first tine ba¡d by applying the competing

opportunities nodel . Such repeated appl.ication of the concept of conpe_

ting opportrmities confinetl onLy to the residentiar districts within the

first tirne band of the previous stage of application of the nodel is termed

a rnested modelI for redistTibution of residential locations.

(4) The width of first tine band¡ Wr, wider than the renaining

rmiforn bands in the conpeting opportrmities model, nay suggest an exis_

tence of two areas of conpetition for residential opportrmities in the

entiÏe study region: fírst, the area within Wt ninutes of travel tine
from the Emplo)'Tnent centre (or origin zone) as the low conpetition area,



and second, the area be)zond W, minutes time as the high conpetition area.

It is evident fron the values of W, for different groups of workers at
the enployment centres of this itudy that, as the socioecononic status

of the workers increases, the line of d.enarcation of low and. high conpe_

tition areas (i.e, Wr) noves outh¡ard fron the enploynent centre. For

exanple, it is obvious from the values of Wr that the high incorne group

workers conpete for housing location ¡nore discerningly beyond Z0 to 25

ninutes of travel tine fron their job place a_s compared to l0 to 15 nin_

utes for the lohr income group. Also, the analysis of the choice of the

residential location of workers within the first ti¡ne band of the compet_

ing opportunities model, which is carried out by usi¡g the ,nested rnodelr,

furtheï suggests a hypothesis of a very low conpetition area for each

income group. These very low conpetition areas for housing opportunities

¿:rormd the sanpled enplo).nent centres of this study are 0 to 5 Ìûinutes

fol the low íncone group, 0 to 15 ninutes foï the rnediun, and 0 to 20

ninutes for the high incorne group of workers.

(51 Schneider t s interyeníng opportunities nodel with a constant

(or single) probability parameter, usually known as L_value, or Golding

and.Davidsonrs extension of the intervening opportunities rnodel with a

probability function nay not accurately reproduce the actual spatial. dis_

tribution in urban areas. The predictive ability of the nodel can be

inproved by using a variable L-value instead of a constant one. The

variation of t appears to depend on the hypothesís that the probability
of a destination being accepted, if it is considered, is a function of the

nunber of destinations which have already been considered. This probab_

bility in schneider's originar rnodel hypothesis is assurned constant,



independent of the order in which destinations are considered.

(6) The variable natuTe of the probability parameter can be for:n-

ulated nathen at ically by using HoerLrs special firnction, y = .*b 
""*,

where y and x are dependent and independent variables, respectively, and

a, b anð, c are constants. This relationship explains the variation in L_

value rationall"y in tems of the attractiveness and. repulsion to an

individual of the proxim í."y of a destination. Hoerlrs function c¿n easily
take into accormt the vari¿tion of probability parameter due to socioec_

ononic status of trip nakers, the purpose of the trip, and even the effect
of location of the tTip origin.

(7) The gravity model using an inverse power distribution frmction
appears to produce better results than the tvro opportunities nodels when

applied to the industrial parks in Winnipeg. However, the use of gravity
nodel with such a sinple distribution function requires more accurate

travel-tine neasurenents compared to opportuities nodel, because of its
sensitivity to travel tine, particularly fot resid.ential districts which

are very close to the employrnent centre.

(8) Any discontinuíty in the residential" developnent in an urban

area appeå.rs to cause a tendency for ernployees to choose resíd.ential

location nearer to their enploynent centre. Such a tendency is apparent

fro¡n the application of the developed nodels to the CNRY enpLoyrnent centre.
Generally for all the nodels, and particularly for the application of the

interuening opportunities model, an underprediction tesults for resid.en_

tial districts nearer to the enploynent centre. A discontinuity of res_

idential developrnent exists between Trariscona connunity (where CNRY is
located) arid other cornnunities, such as East Kildonan, and St. Boniiace.
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such a discontinuity rnay force a few additional workers to choose their
residences in Transcona as otherrrrise they hrould have to choose from other

corummities which night be located too far for their convenience.

(9) A presence of other rnajor emplo¡nnent centres in the vicinity
of the eriplolment centre rmder considetation can also complicate the

choice of residential location. For exanple, the absence of any najor

ernploynent centre near CNRY makes it possible for the workers of this

centre to find suitable housing ês near theiï place of work as they de_

sire without much outside conpetition fron the enployees of other work_

p.l,aces. In contrast, FGIP and IIp have other najor enploynent centres,

the University of Manitoba and the St. James Industrial park, respecti-

vely, in theiT localities. Due to competition fron workers of these

nearby enpl.oynent centres, it becones harder for the FGIP and IIp workers

to find a suitable household as near their place of work as they would.

like to håve. It is perhaps this presence of other najor employrnent

centres which causes a nore dispersed Tesidential distÎibution for FGIP

and IIP as cornpared to CNRY ín Winnipeg.

In sunnnary, all the three nodels included in this study nay be

used in locating the residences of workers while partly incorporating the

use of census data. In general, the gravity model provided better nodel-

ling results than the opportr:nities nodels for the purpose of this study.

However, the attenpts made in this thesis towards their refinenents point

out that the conpeting opportunities model and the intervening opportuni-

ties nodeL have the potential to provide equally useful results,

This thesis enbodies a nunber of significant contributions to a

better wderstanding of the three tÌip distribution models. Firstly,
different distribution parameters for the gravity nodel have been devel-

oped separately for different socioecononic groups of workers for the
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cornnunity under investigation. These different parametexs serve to in-

dicate clearly the effect that spatial separêtion nay exert upon the

residential location choice of various socioeconomic groups of workers.

Secondly, ar extension has been provided to the calibration approach fot
the conpeting opportuníties nodel which appe¿rs to inptove considerâbly

the predictive ability of this nodel.. Finally, a new forrn of the ínte¡-

vening opportunities nodel has been introduced.. The superiority of the

new intervening opportimities nodel over its existing forms has been

demonstTated clearly by applying the nodel for the data of this study as

well as the data of severaL other studies in the past.

8.2 Direction forFurther Research

Future work in the area of the present research nay take several

directions. One would be to undertake sinilar studies in other urban

aneas to generalize the findings of this research. These studies nay

al.so be undertaken in the subj ect appLied to the sane netropólitan ar.ea

for different periods of tine. In undertaking such an investigation, how-

ever, the researcher should be careful in choosing a proper neasure of

cost associated h¡ith a particular housing location. If housíng prices in

the urban a:rea vary significantly fron one location to the other, the

concept of rrgross prcíce'r (the sum of housing price and household trans-

port costs) should be used in the araLysis.

Another suggestion for further research is to investigate the ef-

fect of the presence of other najor ernployment centres on the residentiaL

distribution of enployees of the centTe under consideration. Such a

presence appeared to affect the residential choice in this study. Per-

haps, one way of taking the ptesence of otheï employnent centres into

account would be to incorpot¿te in the study a ratio of the nunber of

households ard the nunber of jobs available in.a residential district.
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Yet arother suggestion for further research is to investigate the

effect of the node of travel on resid.ential location decisions. The

present stud)' did not include the node of travel in the analysis because

only a yery snall proportion of sarnpled workers used public transport as

conpared to the private autonobil.e. An inclusion of CBD (Winnipeg)

enployees and university (of Manitoba) employees in the ana1ysis night
have provided sorne concrusions to this effect. The cBD and. the university
weïe not incLuded for the purpose of liniting the data. requirements in
the study.

A possibility for further research in this d.irection would be a
further testing of the caliblation procedures as d.eveloped in this study

for the intervening opportunities nodel a¡d the conpeting oppoïtmities

nodel. The testing of calibration procedures for trip distribution puï_

poses Ìnay be carried out by utilizing the existing data col"lected for the

urban transportation study of any urban region.

Additional research may be required towards the assignnent of
predicted distribution of residential locations to the roâd network be-

tween the development zone ¿nd residentiar zones. rt is nerery indicated

in this study that this task nay perhaps be carried out by a nultipath
assignnent technique based on least cost principLes.

All of the preceding research diTections will contribute to the

rmderstânding of the spatial dist'ibution of different activities in the

urban areas. Such an understanding will not only help in siting of new

land development proposals in the existing infrastructures of an urban

area, but al"so in the context of the problen of tegional planning beyond

urban areas.
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TABLE AI

CENSUS TRACT POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY INCOME FOR
METROPOLITAN AREA OF WINNIPEG
(SOURCE: STATISTICS CANADA, t97t)

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY INCOME
TRACT NO.

LOIÍ GROUP MEDII'M GROUP HIGH GROUP

1 1065 495
2 1580 690
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8 525

395
265
180
7q0 -'-------*-'

1250
!12 0
415
65 0

505
425
270

715 870

_*_*____-_9___ --*--_.__- 520 345 635
10 ---*i525 .----:-'------*'505 --*:-*-''* -925 -*- - - -
11
72
13
18

2210
180 5
Ir?0 80

t¡t¡0

t¡85

220
30

24'5

1585 .430

167 5

915
18 940
19

335
q10

130
160
165

23
24
25

1215
200
880

290
20

r 10
t30

. 120
10
30
35
80- - 90 ---" --

125
110
170 '.'
145

15
40 .--- ---'--
35

5
115

26 835.27 850 230-----="-' *'zg "-- -' "'-'-- --1770- '- --*---:- ¡is29 . !380 4r¡0
30
31

995 t¡40

32 181s
3r5
6l¡ 5

580

35 635
36 220
3? 93s

150
70

470
38 1435 545 17 O i

__39._.____--.1 405 395 105. 40 -'ll.**ïto 
-*- iis -- -*----:--*
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POPULAI'ION DISI]ìITìUTION BY INCOME
TRACT NO.

LO}I GROUP MEDiUM GROUP IIIGH GROUP

46 --- 800 -
47 1275

41
42
tt3
4q
45

215
15

100
50

130'70
2U5
125
17 0
245

1000
900

150 5
790

1855

t365
. 715

1115

198 0
8t5
795

4 ',to

230
320
!90
610
195 -

495
600
475
760

48
49
50

. ;_,._"-.--,.- _ ,5-1_, ___* _ --_, -10052
53
54
55 3015
56 630

-"';-- -s -----
230. 1135

110
810

1285
365
425

lr0
705
48 5
415
15557

58
59
60
6t

845
925'
930
770

! +50 950

580
665

395

50 s
595
6115
10062 925

65
66
6'l
68

235
105
225
230

q70
120
r¡0q
240

60
610
415

790
330
410
315
310

535 395

1610

680
2't o
575

1060
395
370
645

105
1110
700

65
310
410

71
72 1080
73
7t¡

675
1145

__ __*.__ ?Þ_ _-___*_ -J42076 't70
77 215s
7A 1145
79 1620
80 1tt?5

680 54C

726 . 1278
635 735

83
8¡¡
85

270
q20
520

86 635 430
8? 520 265



POPULÂTION IJISTI{IBUTION BY INCOME
TRI\CT NO.

LOh'GROUP I'IEDIUM GROUP TIIGI] GROUP

93 1085 580
94 ' 10?0 "" '--'- 920

88
89
90
91
92

1710
265

1105
t 190
7r¡5

1390
170
800

195
125
575
510
625

1ft0
4't 0

1 115
115
275

790
760
430
205

115.,

55

50 n
530

1005
141 0
320
255

1140
10
'15

250
380
850
205
70

95 185
96 705
97
98
99

101
102

179 0
1065

103 980
104 370
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, TABLE A2

OBSERVED RESIDENTIAL LOCATION ÐISTRIBUTION OF
WORKËRS BY INCOME, AND TRAVE L TIME DATA FOR
FORT GARRY INDUSTRIAL PARK (FGIP)

TRACT
NO.

TRAVEL TIME
FROM FGIP,
MÏNUTES LOI1¡ INCOME

OBSERVED NO. OF RESIDENTIAL LOCATIONS

MEDIIJM INCOIIE HIGH INCOME

112 4 14 r

6.e53
71556

- __ _--8 _-____--,__-*_-,14 1 0e ----il --i1* ---'*'z'-
10 10

rr539
559

18
15

18 5'52

1ó 9

2
: 4,'4

" "-'2'"
. 11

1L'ì
tr

l3
!4

11
1211

12
13 17200

16 5 3 0
16 5
1732

0
1

18 5 4 2

18 ':1 3 t
18 5 q 0
20 100
19820

16
17
IB
t9

22
23
2q
25

31 20 q 2. .132 22 'lr¡ q 0 :

3rl 22760
3522310
3621 110
3726220
f8 ztt 9 2 1- - "-' :g "--23 *---*" - *-- *'--- 1'* --"-*--- - *:*"; 2 *-^*'--- 

--' 00023rt2u
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TRAVEL'I'IME
FROM FGIP,
MINUTES

OBSERVIìD NO. OIì RESII]IINTIAL LOCA'I'I ONS

LOI¡¡ INCOMTj

23321
23730

4r¡23021- --- 45 '24 ---' 9 4 c46 2tl 4 4 0tt726r¡50
4824830
r¡9 26 4 1 1

*,_. _. 50 _ __-.___.- _-,-___ 24 5 4 1

-30000
11 3 'o't

86
15 '!

'25-- 3- '- --0 '

tt1
42
tt3

52
53
5g
55

15
19 22
t8

21

58 16360
59 16 12 2 46021 37ll;

10 9 q

*_ -*-ç2_,___-______.,-, 21 2 2 163 ------- lf
5420 123
6521 .l¡

61

66
67

703222

21 2
323

61
7 .0
2 -. 1

024
576

?1
72
73

27851
245
2621 2

3

76
'17
7A
79

30
29
33

7

a2 5 16

4
40

2
12

5
24

2
2rl

83
84

I
20

11 5
19

10 _:l8520764
85 l8 4 3 4-^-*''''--gz -----**-- *-*-- 0--*--..:- "---- 0--- --*

MUDl. Ull INCOI|I
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TR/\CT
N0.

TRAVEL'¡'ITfE
' Ftìot't rGI P ,

MINUTTS LOI.J INCOME

OBSERVID NO. OI; RIìSIDENTIAL LOCA,TIONS

IúËDIUTI INCOI\ÍII III CI.I INCO|IIE

88 16 10 1

1

2
3
1

1

3
1

3
4
0

2
n

3
2
1

'4

10
3
0
7
0- -0

.t¡
4
1

2

89 174
90 18 I
91
92

100
101'" 102
'r03
104

21 I
21 1

272
275
29 '11
29 1

262

tt
0.
4
3
2
9
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TABLE A3

OBSERVED RESIDENTIAL LOCATION DISTRIÛUTION OF
lltoRKERS By INC0MIj, AND TR^VËL TIME DATÂ FOIì
CANADI AN NATIONAL RAI LI']AY YARD (CNRY)

TRACT
NO.

TRAVEL TIME
FROM CNRY,
MINUTES

OBSERVED NO, OF RËSIDENTIAL LOCATIONS

LOW INCOME MEDIul"l In-COl'lE fllcll INCOME

2 -3
I

.3
1

0
1

2
3

20
20 7

17

11
4
5
5
7

25
2A
29
29

)1
5
3
2

25
19
t8
17
20

I
1

1

3

4
3
1

2
I

o
t)
2
2
1

.-" ____*cE. 2'lE**--*--"*-'t',
1ß' 11
72
t3
l¡r

-*- ---3
{
0
0
0
I

0
0
o
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

3
5
5
1

4

.16

't1
!8
19
20

22
23
24
25
26

24
25
26
28
26

23
19
16
19
22

5
5
0
1

3
I
I
4
9

5
7
3
3

6

28
29
30
31
32

24
25
26.
28

3
4
2
2

6
7
5
3¿g8q

24------- -**-- 
*"1- --".--- -*- ''.- ?

Y0
2 - ' --"-- - ----- -- ô -

034
35
36
37

__-_.18
39
40

20
20
16
11
12

I
2
0
9

9
2
2

35

0
0
0
1,r¿ 12 29

i q._**----*-**?"--- -*-**-* ;i¿e 1
17 -- .---*-* '-:*-=* ô

12

17 11
o--
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T¡IACl'
NO.

. TRAVDL TIMI
FROIq CNRY,
MINUTES LOW INCOME

OBSERVED NO. OF RESIDI]N]'IAI, LOCATIONS

MCDIUI''l INCoI'lll I{ICII INCOME

41 20q2 20
7130
270

17 "'0
43 22 7 B 0r¡4 2q 1 10'45 - --
46
47

22
23

,18 25

350
1 11 0
4 11 12537.3

51 ---'31
24000
21 230
21
19

2 13 3
4-3 2

49

52
53
5q
55

60

58 15
59 14

3 't0 1

9'252
5177

1 'r1 1

I 11 0

12

15

57

64
65

16
14

56 15 190
2 rl3 111 368222826*-._."bs*.^-'.-*'*-;-_.._2.-__--.-.-'..60

67

r8 2 9 5

76 12

70
71
72
73

77
?8
79

82
83

2
11
15

17
19
26

1l¡7 I
I 44 6
4 , 18 1

1 14 1

7230
9.172
6 't1 5

26282
33012

8ll rtl 0 5 08539 1120
8635012
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TRAVIL TI I'IE

FR0l'l CNRY ,
MINUTES LOW INCOME

OBS¡JRVDD NO. OF RESIDDNTIAL LOCATIONSTRÂCT
NO.

MLDIUM INCOME lllcli INCoI'lu

91 362
'92 36 0---- *e} -*" -3?* - -*---1-
94390
95 43 0

40

100

88
a9
90

101 22
lo2 26
ro3 24
104 27

31 4
31 0
33 t

21 05

15
9
6
2

10.,1

12
0
.4

1

0
2
0
3

-3

3
0

'0
5
0--0 - ' -*-
1

2
1

0
2

96
97

430
4 1¿r

6 '12
tt 12
215
7 16
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. TABLE A4

POPULATION DTSTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATION, OBSERVED
RESIDENTIAL LOCATION DISTRIBUTION ANÐ TfuWEL TIME
DATA FOR INKSTER INDUSTRIAL PARK (IIP).
SoURCE: SACCOMANNo (1972).

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION
BY OCCUPATION TRAVEL

TIME

FROM IIP

OBSERVED RESIDENTIAL
DISTRI BUTION

TRACT NO.

CLERICAT

7 1011
I E3?

5't3 9
300 10

14
1q
14'-"- ' -- -21

23
22
14
19
12

13

CLERICAL

0
2'2
3
0:- - --0- '" ---
0
0
3
4
0-'- 0. "
1

t¡

3
0
,|

LABOUR

966

LABOUR

9. ?59 338
_'t0---,_. _* 1073 186'11 - . -- 357' *"--'"-'-'--- 

70 ---'*-----

2 615 3't9 5
3 1200 540 5

_*. __ 4 _ __- 621 211 5
5 1510 - 350 io
6 1701 626 9

r¡

10
10
11" '---- *----1-

0. --'
15
10 t0

12 't

15 9
15 1

4
7
0- - 1-'
4

4
1

0

694 390
15 7
15 3

l8 268

12
13
t4
15

457
687
l¡ 18

156
443
306

51
194
4 tt2
't 67

19 104rr
20 627
27 1412 15

3
21

26 552
27 't203

24 552 322 9
25 2',t14 1333 14

522
751

28 3r¡8 317

123
?5

11 7
29 -' . ----471 --'-----_-l¡58*---------*'-'13-"*---* .---f '-.-- -.*0 -'
30 533 r¡46 16 7 0
31 369 q5s 14 I 1

32 r31? 928 15 t8 1

33 815 783 17 13 1

34-*'-- -. 
35

'36
37

676-"- 1003
203
356

548 17 5 0
1028.-.------ **-11- '---'"*-0-
168 18 2 1

920 1923
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'POPUI,ATION DIS'I'RIBUTION
BY OCCUPATION

LABOUR CLÊRICAL

'fRAVEL

TIME

FP.OM I IP LÂBOUR C L[RI CAL

OBSIRVED RLSIDEN'I'IAL
DISTRI BUTION

TRÂCT NO.

38

42

t¡89

425

607

861
329

7lt 0
514

18 5 2
23 1739 lrz¿t

1--2

1
'I

0
2

349
261
257
265
201

298
1330
726

367
1333
440
154

876
139
37 1

564
516

4
0
0
'|

3
l3

4

15
q3

Bt5

2
1

0
5

-0-
220 546 2301

49 563
4B

4-1 380
44
45
46 110

50
51
52 58r¡

54 124 t-

5s0
56 622

88 251

1702
1753
2441
21 C0
18 2 1

572
656
375

231

547

6it5

320

44

339
578

18 5
176

¡

1

4962260
176
2253

0290c
5791 202900
58 39

292

2646

30 1 0

60
61
62
6f
6tt

66
67
68

'72
73
7'I
75

7A
79
80
81
82

161
189
163
173
538

270
845
355
65

752
271
653
758

26
35
25
27

332
1059

18
16

'2
I
'l439 15

' 69 741 506 18 2 4
70 1199 476 16 13 6*._^*.-71..-92...._'.--16-..

9
10
10

7

16
17
22
22

7
13

0
1

0
0
0
4'
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POPULATION DIS'I'RIBUTION
BY OCCUPATION

LAI]OUR CI,ERICÂL

'I'RAVEL

TIME

FROI'I I I P

OBSERVED IìISIDENTII\L
DI S'I]II BU'f ION

TILACT IiO .

C LER] CAT

B3
84
85
86
8?
88
89
90
91
92

158
231
400
969
234
217
80rt

54
345
r78

37q
470
469
809
118

23
22
28
27
20

r00 21'- 670 ' 21

4
5
6

't2
0
3

Tf
,|

¿
7

1

1

¡

I
j
0
0
4

93
206

31
31

160 33


